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0 INTRODUCTION
0.1 What is in this document?
This document describes how the allotted consortium team members contributed towards finding and
describing the most pertinent Scenarios and Use Cases pertaining to the future of solid state lighting
design. All this to provide a framework for the systems architects, developers and engineers to work
to.
Johnson Controls’ role as Work Package 1 leader and being responsible for Task 1.1 is to bring to
the technical teams a wider sense of the real world and the needs of the humans out there in the
value chain that specify, choose, install, commission, use, maintain and otherwise seek to make
money from lighting.
The research philosophy involved using three streams of qualitative input. The wider consortium team,
structured interviews with industry stakeholders and an expertly moderated ‘ideation’ session
involving a mixed group of professionals led by leading thinkers from the facilities, office and space
design world. The ideation used respected roadmap views of the social and technical trends effecting
our next 25 years. The essence being to use these three streams to ensure we covered current issues,
near term solutions and far future wishes.
The collection methods are all described to show how each input stream was designed to gather
thoughts and ideas and shape them into scenarios that would be relevant to certain stakeholders in
the value chain. The stakeholders themselves are later described in Stakeholder Categories and
Types.
Data privacy and anonymity were carefully planned and executed to meet our own internal corporate
rules, the expectations of the H2020 fund and the consortium project data manager. Hence the
Scenarios and Use Cases do not mention company or person names, do not emotively criticise
current technologies and are not directly traceable back to the interviewee or contributor.
Many, disparate interviews were undertaken across the value chain. In order to get the best, intelligent
questioning and interpretation of answers several interviewers from across the consortium were used.
Interviewers were matched to the interview candidates to leverage the power of peer to peer
discussions. Hence, for consistency and speed, a training document and briefing was built
incorporating preparation sheets, results process and method to collate the information gathered. The
data was rich, manifold and of course, despite our best efforts, varied in style and completeness. As
much as the interviewers tried, crunching this was very time consuming. Finally, the work to review,
index, tag and filter this data completely, so it could be analysed, was intensely carried out by all (30)
members present at the Scenarios workshop in April. This gave the whole group a great insight into
large parts of the data set and started them thinking more about the real world of the people who
would be using the results of their OpenAIS design work.
Once the raw data set of seven hundred ideas was indexed, tagged and filtered the interviewers were
able to cut, slice, dice, re-group and merge them with the aim to identify a smaller, more manageable
and relevant set of themes. These themes were dubbed ‘Super Scenarios’ as they were a super set
of small bunches of ideas. There were forty-eight of them documented and indexed including crossreferenced evidential lists of some of the original scenarios that triggered the idea and underpinned
the theme.
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The next task was to measure less personally which were the most important Super Scenarios for the
project. A voting mechanism was designed to merit the super scenarios in five main criteria. The
OpenAIS board and other volunteers considered all forty-eight items and voted with a sliding scale
score against each criteria. On May 29th 2015 an additional face-to-face board meeting was held to
review the results. The best three from each criteria were ratified to give us a best fifteen super
scenarios.
The socio-technical ideation workshop was a major source of thought provoking impetus for the
project as a whole and is described in detail in deliverable D1.3. One of its main aims was to help
review and potentially re-shape the project vision statement. The other aims were to educate the
group on the European office world of the future; move our thinking way out to the future beyond
merely solving today’s struggles; and mostly, to colour our design thinking beyond the technical and
into the real world of people, buildings and commerce. The vision, findings and main
actions/recommendations from the ideation are also described in this document in Main Findings
Now, merging the strength of the best super scenarios with the intensity of thoughts and
recommendations from the socio-techno ideation workshop it was possible to condense the fifteen
super scenarios into three clear main scenarios announced in TOP 3 SCENARIOS. These succinctly
capture the key motivation, value and technical demands that should drive the OpenAIS architecture
design and implementation. These are documented, indexed and include cross-referenced evidential
lists of which of the best fifteen super scenarios triggered the idea and underpinned the theme.
Having established three main scenarios the final task was to capture WHAT Use Case functionality
would be suitable as possible solutions or implementations towards satisfying the WHY stakeholder
needs of the scenario. Analysis of the super scenarios underpinning the main scenarios reveals some
strong topics that help frame and summarise sets of use cases. Of course, good use cases require
relevant expertise to be meaningfully written so the topics were distributed amongst the board,
interviewers and other experts in the team to bring their knowledge and interests to bear. The resulting
Use Cases are documented herein USE CASES using a common template and indexing rule that
relates them back to the scenario, topic and authoring team that spawned them.
The Use Cases will be used in Work Package 5 as a measure of how well the pilot site implementation
supports the diverse demands of the stakeholder value chain.
The whole approach of qualitative research using consortium knowledge, interviews and ideation has
resulted in a clear vision, strong set of scenarios and use cases and moreover a wealth of ideas that
in the end can be the source of sales value propositions and supporting arguments for the
standardisation and uptake of OpenAIS compatible solutions.
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0.2 Research Philosophy and Method

Figure 0-1 Scenario and Use Case relationship

The connection between the main scenarios, their use cases and the requirements that need to be
met by the engineers to meet the use cases and hence fulfil the scenarios is made clear in Figure 0-1
Scenario and Use Case relationship. The main scenarios are the vision and point firmly to the value
added benefits of why the system does something. The use cases expand on what the various users
(called stakeholders from now on to include the whole value chain) might generally experience when
they interact with the system. The User requirements or system solution specification documents how
the engineers may like to resolve things in order to make a product that produces the use cases and
appropriate experience for the stakeholder. The semantics of whether they are a Why, What or How
in this drawing are often debated, but not critical. It is more important to understand the relationship
than the semantics.

Even without talking to anyone in the outside world the engineering teams in the consortium would
have reasonably enough knowledge and skills to create an architecture and some equipment that
would do lighting in a better, more open way than is currently available on the market. However,
OpenAIS is an opportunity to do something great that truly serves the demands of many different
types of people involved in the business of making, designing, installing, using and looking after
lighting systems in a typical office building environment. The philosophy of our ‘user’ research is to
discover the real events and motivations that effect these people’s business lives now, soon and far
into the future to help expand our engineers’ minds beyond the technical and into the commercial.
These are the WHY’s. The Scenarios. The things that bug stakeholders, excite them and that they
wish someone would do something about when developing a new solution. Whilst some of these
insights are obvious to many working day to day in the field there are many that are not widely known
or acknowledged, especially amongst the wider group of consortium members that specialise in
narrower fields. Quantitative research relies on testing a known list of events or use cases to see how
often they occur or how strongly they effect people. For OpenAIS it was much more appropriate to
use a qualitative style of searching for these hidden insights and future possibilities.
It is useful to think of a Scenario as:“A narrative sketch of use, an informal story, intended to capture and communicate the
essence of the (lighting) system”
A Scenario contains:
“A setting (or situation), one or more actors with personal motivations, knowledge and
capabilities and the (lighting) system and objects that they encounter and manipulate”
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Of course people do not naturally think or talk in this structured way and indeed the consortium
contributors and interviewers also found it time consuming and often not important to follow that
structure to get an idea across. We did not want the formality to restrict the flow of ideas at that early
stage. The data set therefore needed to be post-processed, searched and primed for consistent key
words and themes and to be tagged with the top three stakeholder types that each idea interested
the most. When later the top forty-eight Super Scenarios were authored there was an opportunity and
more cost effective time to introduce a more structured way of description.
In the end, OpenAIS, in order to become a standard and to have a high early impact in the market
must have something that appeals across the value chain of stakeholders and across the lifecycle of
space about to be refurbished. The wealth of ideas and scenarios collected in a qualitative manner
can be used, if implemented, as a source of sales value propositions and supporting arguments for
the standardisation and uptake of OpenAIS compatible solutions.
Figure 0-1 Scenario and Use Case relationship shows the scenarios at the top of a specification
pyramid. There will ultimately be a few key scenarios that sum up the motivations for a project. At all
points in the record taking all ideas will be indexed and traceable where relevant up to the final
selection of scenarios. From these, a small consortium team will produce a number of important Use
Cases that will describe the pertinent aspects of WHAT a user/stakeholder might be expecting to
happen. There are more Use Cases than Scenarios.
Later in the project there will be a User Requirements (D1.2) specification that will be a closer scope
of work that is relevant to the OpenAIS design. Engineers need to come up with HOW they can fulfil
the stakeholder Use Cases and the spirit of the Scenarios. The requirements and work streams
therein will be cross-referenced back to the indexed Use Cases which in turn refer to the Scenarios.

Main

• Identified

Best

• Voted

Super

• Authored
• Processed

Raw
Experience, Interviews, Ideation

• Collected

Figure 0-2 How the research Scenario data will be processed

The challenge then is to identify the main scenarios. Figure 0-2 How the research Scenario data will
be processed shows another pyramid, this time a data stack. At the bottom is the research data
collection. Three sources to be described in the next section were used:-the experience of consortium
members, interviews with selected industry stakeholders and a formal socio technical ideation
workshop. These will be processed into a tabular sheet of ‘raw scenarios’ that is indexed, tagged,
sortable and filterable to help with quick navigation and recognition of patterns and themes. Using this
table a team of authors will gather the raw data together under inspired headings called ‘super
scenarios’. Each one will be written to capture the essence of the batch of raw scenario data that
supports it. These authored Super Scenarios will then be carefully voted on to see which are the ‘best
super scenarios’ to take forward to the next stage. The last process is to study the best scenarios to
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see if they inspire a smaller set of noble visions or motivational ‘main scenarios’ that alone can capture
the spirit of the OpenAIS project mission. The main scenarios are banners to guide and provoke the
designers thinking.
Throughout the process indexing will be used for traceability between the layers. A main scenario is
linked to the best super scenarios that support it, and so on.

0.3 Scenario Sources
Whilst the largest, widest source of thoughts was to be qualitative interviews with targeted industry
stakeholders it was important to prepare properly for those interviews and to recognise that they may
not all be with people who in their general work were planning or thinking past this year, let alone
2020 and beyond.
Within the consortium there was clearly a wealth of knowledge, opinions and ideas built up through
everybody’s direct or indirect links to technology and the lighting value chain over a number of years.
The first source of thoughts was to collect this information from consortium members that felt they
had something useful to contribute.
The feedback from the consortium group was leveraged as an invaluable source of insight for the
interviewing teams that were to undertake preparation for the biggest collection task, the main
stakeholder interviews. Stakeholders across the value chain were found and interviewed by a small
consortium team of peers. The candidates were sourced by all consortium members and the interview
teams were selected based on appropriateness and language/geography to get the best peer level
response and interpretation from the sessions.
There was however a pre-determined concern identified in our original plan that the first two sources
may struggle to think far beyond fixing todays niggles and problems and perhaps, also would provide
opinions not educated by a realistic view of how office space, life and technology may be in 2020 and
far beyond. Hence, the third major source of ideas and inspirational thought around the far future was
a socio-technical ideation workshop hosted by leading thinkers and researchers in that field.

0.4 Year 1 review updates
“D1.1 should be revised and resubmitted with the following additional information and
clarifications: “
• “Add a section describing the group of interviewed persons: number, field of expertise,
experience and background “
o See new section 2.5 Interviewee profiles
• “Explain the prioritization method for selection and refinement of the 700 statements.”
o See new section 2.8 Raw Scenarios Selection and Prioritisation
• “Improve consistency of terminology. The 700 “(raw) scenarios” are mentioned as
“statements” on page 40 and “quotes” in other deliverables. Check the definitions of
“scenarios” and “use cases” and make correct and consistent use of these terms. “
o Mis-use of ‘statement’ eliminated. The seven hundred or so data items are now
referred to as scenarios even though in structure some were not crafted as such, as
mentioned elsewhere in the report there were varying reporting styles from the different
interviewers notes . When the Super Scenarios were authored proper care was taken
with the structure of the scenario text.
• “Describe what is the “extreme use case that goes beyond other projects”, recommendation
which represents one of the results of the ideation workshop. “
o See new section 3.6 Extreme Use Case – www.PerfectMeeting.com
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1 CONSORTIUM EXPERIENCE INPUT
1.1 Data Collection Method
All consortium partner main contacts were invited to ask their team to air their views of the lighting
industry and surrounding issues in order to record a first set of useful scenario data.
A Scenario Collection sheet was created with instructions:-

OpenAIS Scenario / Use Case
We will use this excel sheet to collect all scenarios / Use Cases during our WP1 process.

Instructions :
1
2

First action is to save this file as a new excel document - adding the date and your initials in
the name.
Enter your scenario/ Use Case (select the type in column C) and comments or info text in
column D, E.

3

It contains: “A setting (or situation), one or more actors with personal motivations,
knowledge and capabilities and the lighting system and objects that they encounter and
manipulate”

4

Select the Stakeholder and your name in the drop down list (if you need to add an additional
stakeholder, please use " other" and add in comments)

5

If you need any support or help, please contact : xxx.yyy@jci.com

Table 1-1 Scenario Collection Instructions

The contributors, whilst focussing on this, were encouraged to fill out two extra columns to later assist
the interviewing team in their own preparations. A column for possible validation questions and a
column for comments or additional information that came to mind. If possible they were also
encouraged to identify the main and 2 additional stakeholders who may be most affected by their
scenario description. To further steer their efforts a trio of examples were created to set expectations
as shown in table 2.
Each company returned their offerings which were amalgamated into one spreadsheet for the
interviewers to work with. The scenarios and stakeholder reference were also taken across to the
main data set, indexed and tagged so we knew which company generated them (but not who) and
that they were unprompted submissions not interview results.
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Index

SC1

SC2

SC3

Scenario / Use Case
A building owner/manager is
reviewing energy usage and has
identified lighting as an area
where energy savings can be
made. He is making CapEx plans
for the next 10 years.

Type
Scenario

Validation Questions (if known)
If you decide to retrofit your
lighting system what are the
most important criteria for
selecting equipment?
What is typical ROI/amortisation
planning cycle? Is TCO selfcalculated or available as a
lookup in the literature?

A consultant/specifier is
preparing a specification for a
new building. He needs to
provide a lighting system that
has a high level of
controllability, flexibility and
granularity.

Scenario

Building IT infrastructure will in
the future be required to be
open to IoT. Many systems that
are currently isolated will want
to share a common building IT
infrastructure e.g. BAS,
Lighting, Fire and Security.

Use
Case

How important is it to control
each luminaire individually or
control in groups of luminaires?
Which level of granularity should
a lighting system have?
Does speccing "Dali compatible"
do it, is more detail required?
Would it be beneficial to just be
able to say "OpenAIS
compatible"
What is your company’s current
policy on making the IT
infrastructure available to
systems other than your
business systems?
Do you expect this policy to
change and if so when?

Comments
or
additional
info

• On/Off
• Adjust
Luminosity
level
• Adjust
Color
• Select
lighting
scenarios

Main
Stakeholder
type
Building
Owners
(landlord,
property
developers)

Additional
Stakeholder 1
Installation Companies

Consultants
& Specifiers

Energy Performance
Contract/Management

IT Network
Owners (IT
management,
Director,
technicians)

Building Occupier/
Vertical Markets
(Banks, Healthcare,
Pharma, Airport,
Retail )

Table 1-2 Scenario Collection examples
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2 TARGETED STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
2.1 Stakeholder Categories and Types
In order to check and manage that we would target candidates from across the value chain four
stakeholder “categories” were identified and populated to encompass the stakeholder “type”. The
Internet of Things (IoT), building ecosystem and proposal to allow anyone to write applications meant
that this list included stakeholders from IT, Controls, Sensors and Application Writers that would not
otherwise be associated with pure lighting projects. The category and type definitions were discussed
and ratified by the group at the first January plenary workshop.

Four Stakeholder CATEGORIES and their TYPES
Technical &
Hardware

Pre-sales

Post-sales

Lighting /
Commercial
Community

Installation
Companies

Application Writers

(e.g.landlords, developers)

Silicon & security
providers (e.g.NXP,ARM)

Architects

Commissioning

Controls Manufacturers

Standards &
protocols bodies

Consultants &
Specifiers

Maintenance

Sensor Sources

Proposal/tender
response offer writers

Operator/User
(Office worker, FM,
visitor , cleaner)

IoT/ IP Providers

Building Owners

(M&E Team)

(e.g.Bacnet, KNX, DALI)

Regulations
(e.g. IEEE, CE, safety, HR
views of comfort)

(e.g. JCI, Imtech, Philips)

Estimator/ Quantity
Surveyor (JCI, Imtech,
Philips)

Lighting wholesalers &
distributors
IT Network Owners
(IT management, Director,
technicians)

Energy Performance
Contract/Management
Building Occupier/
Vertical Markets
(e.g. Banks, Healthcare,
Pharma, Airport, Retail )

Table 2-1 Stakeholder Categories and Types
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2.2 Data Privacy
With the project data management plan deliverable not required until month 6 because its key focus
was seen as collection of customer data during the pilot design and operation phase it was essential
to establish a safe data plan and process for the collection of user insight data.
The proposed methods for recording and sharing of contact details, storing unfiltered interview audio
files and notes and, finally, typing the formal record into the project data base were screened by the
Johnson Controls corporate privacy working group as part of a privacy impact assessment. The main
concerns were that Johnson Controls devices would be used to collect and store project data and
work-in-progress files and that possibly sensitive data form other consortium members may be
included. We were strongly advised also that people should not be cold-called (implies finding and
keeping new unsolicited contact details). Hence all candidates were to be found through personal
business contacts and any passing on of contact details with a view to being briefed further on the
project and/or committed to an interview date was only done with full permission. This falls into normal
business practice and storage of contact details in work email accounts, contact relation management
database and work related social media sites such as LinkedIn®*.
As a consequence of that assessment and collaboration with the other members the rules of
engagement, a set of instructions, sign-off sheet and data access rules were prepared.
All consortium members were expected to support this research by finding suitable candidates for an
interview. Contacting these possible interviewees, although by informal conversation, had to be
formalised under the auspices of H2020 best practice and as such the search could not begin until
the data privacy guidelines were laid down.
The main project repository is on a SharePoint®** site hosted inside Philips. Johnson Controls uses
similar technology. These sites are managed corporately with international standard safe harbour and
data retention policies. Also they allow careful control of who is allowed to access what files or folders.
Coupled with the use of individual file security locks anything deemed as sensitive is able to be
managed on a need to see basis. The OpenAIS project manager from Philips has the admin rights to
control access to the site and its constituent parts and files.

*LinkedIn is a registered trademark of LinkedIn Corporation and its affiliates in the United States
and/or other countries.
** SharePoint® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation
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Figure 2-1 Data privacy plan

Figure 2-1 Data privacy plan shows in overview how data would flow. The plan was to collate all
sanctioned interview candidates on the Philips side and this would then be tracked in JHC for project
management purposes. The plan was for any candidate to be interviewed by any interviewer so JHC
would track progress as candidates were allocated, diarised, interviewed and written up. Each
candidate would have a neutral index applied that would be used to further index every useful
comment/scenario that came from the session. The final submission of results back to the Philips site
would thus only include these anonymous indexes and no direct reference to the candidate.
In practice, consortium members reported reluctance to reveal sources and share business contacts
in a common file and also some candidates did not wish their details to be more public than the person
who was already known to them. Also, the personal nature of the candidate search meant that most
candidates would be interviewed by the company that found them as a candidate.
For quality purposes we asked for password locked candidate lists, only candidates who had agreed
to be contacted and we restricted the view of all lists to one main person in Johnson Controls who
could then collate the spread of candidates across stakeholder type and locations and track progress.
These tracking statuses were only shared or discussed in a format without the candidate names or
their company names. Each interview team was given a blank tracking sheet as a helpful tool.
In the interests of good quality, emotional interviewing with a free flow of conversation it was important
to allow freedom of expression during the interviews. To help with final note writing the interviewers
were advised (with candidate permission) to make audio and written notes. These recordings
necessarily contained sensitive information such as: names; companies; products/protocols; site
references; who they talked about; and negative opinion. From these the interviewers sanitised the
final notes and further checked the content with the candidate in case anything was inaccurate or
needed to be withdrawn. Hence these notes and recordings have been kept confidential and will be
destroyed after work package task 1.1is completed. As the cost of interviewing in terms of time and
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effort was significant and unrepeatable some of these notes have been temporarily stored in
SharePoint® as backups.
All these data privacy restrictions and rules of engagement were openly discussed and explained at
the January kick-off workshop in plenary session. It took some weeks to get full clearance, to establish
the collection systems and access rights and finally to produce instructions for people approaching
candidates or interviewing. These processes are presented in the following sub sections.
To formally put candidates’ minds at rest a form was produced to explain the use of candidate data,
the temporary nature and sanitising of notes or recordings and the right to withdraw any or all of the
information. All candidates were offered this before commencement. This helped set the tone and
frame the start of the interviews appropriately as part of a major European Commission study. In any
case these forms were not submitted to the data set as they contain the candidate identity and do not
contribute materially to the research.
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Figure 2-2 Data Privacy Interview Process Approval form
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2.3 Candidate Search
Finding any candidates to interview quickly took on the form of a sales chasing campaign. A process
of creating a pipeline of targets, assessing the probability of them agreeing, making contact and
pitching the concept in brief, passing on the introduction and following up with a fuller explanation,
asking for commitment of their time and closing the deal by agreeing a date to meet.
As explained earlier the data privacy guidelines only allowed us to contact people already known to
consortium members. Given the unattractive prospect for candidates of spending 2 hours not working
on their normal business (and for free) it was even more essential to leverage familiar relationships.
Knowing people also gave us a strong idea of the likely contribution and stakeholder type those
contacts fitted into so we could gather a balanced list. We also worked without any specific NDA aside
from the Data Privacy approval form (NDA would have slowed down the process and formalised the
capture of data in too restrictive a manner which would reduce richness) which is easier to do when
verbally explain the project and principles with people already amenable and conducive to help.
At the January kick-off workshop an appeal was made to all consortium members to be preparing a
target list of candidates so we could have filled our diaries by the end of February. We set up a
candidate collection file for each member company with the following instructions:
Data Privacy
• Minimum or least access rules apply
• Please password protect YOUR companies excel contact file
• Only submit candidates who have agreed to a follow up
• JHC (designated access by project data manager) ‘need to know’ your file
password
– Candidates list will be collated and checked
– Sorted and allocated to interviewers
– JHC publish the count of stakeholder types to ensure good coverage
– Interview teams will only get their allocated part of the list
Cannot diarise interviews until the Data Privacy and Call follow up email content is
ready (aiming for week commencing Feb 16th)
Within Johnson Controls for example we used the unique position of the Systems Integration Services
and Technology Projects department, that some of the task team, leader and author works for, as a
sales and technical support group to the whole of Europe, to push out the message that we were
searching for candidates. We speak to business leaders regularly and also made an announcement
to 250 managers in a slot at a European strategy meeting.
It was however not an easy sell and the only way to get traction was to use the phone and email to
target high probability contacts both internal and external. Still a matter of soft selling.
In order to enlist a recruiter the following style of mail was created:
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“Gents,
I need your help please and for you to access your JCI and business contacts that can help
us in the lighting arena. Actually, I hope the excuse to call consultants, clients etc will be a good one
for you.
Please also forward this mail to other JCI UK and Ireland people who could help eg service, ops and
products management either by being interviewed or to find more contacts.
SIS&TP (supported by Johnson Controls Systems and Service Italy) is taking a leading part in a
Consortium that won a big European research project into lighting controls. We are looking at creating
an Open Architecture in Solid State Lighting for 2020 and beyondRRembracing IoT.
JCI's first task is to find and to perform interviews with a wide variety of industry stakeholders about
what they know of lighting today and how they feel things should be in 2020+.
It is about quality not quantityR..and of course what they tell the research team will not be
associated with them or their company.
How you can help: Can you please find some people inside and outside JCI who would like
to contribute, to be interviewed for their opinion.
We do not expect cold callingRthese should be people, clients, contacts, Linkedin etc that
you already know and have a good chance to say yes.
Just make quick informal contact by phone: briefly explain the project and that
we are looking for interesting people to interview from all aspects of the
industry. If they agree, can a colleague either from JCI or the wider research
team call them with more details later in February with a view to setting a
telephone interview date in March/April?
Time is of the essence as usualRwould like a list by 20th February but realise
with short notice and holidays we may need to wait for last week of Feb for it
to really fill up.
Please forward any contact details of any YESes to myself and ‘colleague’
who will organise a follow up:name, phone, email, company and stakeholder type/job role
PFA FYI - *Internal use SIS&TP only, not for distribution*
• The stakeholders type matrix.
For now a phone call should be all that's neededR..if you have to expand or follow up by mail thenRR
In general privacy terms, you can only share project information to the level of what can be found on
the public website "OpenAIS.eu"RRand if you mention the name of the project in an email please
also use this banner
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Also there is this example of a further follow up to our energy performance team principle who
expressed interest in helping out when he heard the big announcement:“As part of this lighting research project I would like to be able to interview (Lync or F2F for 60-90
minutes) someone who knows about energy, smart grid, demand reduction policies etcR.albeit we
are focussed on lighting there are some motivations around energy, design, refurbishment and asset
planning that we wish to explore. Maybe it is just your team we should speak to if you can spare us
the timeR.but if you have other supplier contacts or LinkedIN contacts that could help across the
supply chain types attached that would be great.”
Whilst experienced in this networking form of search there was some pushback from the targets for
several reasons that made it harder and more time consuming to get a confirmed list.
Some consortium members reported ‘research fatigue’ amongst their customer base. They had been
recently performing extensive ‘voice of customer’ or product roadmap research and had already taken
too much of their customers time. In addition some reported a conflict between their current marketing
message and strategy and had been blocked by marketing from approaching customers. Put simply,
customer relations can be overstrained when trying to talk about things in the future when the
customer is much more interested in getting today’s contractual issues and day-to-day business
resolved. We adapted the strategy so that the targets were offered interviews in their own language
and by someone as local as possible. Finally, as the candidates were not being remunerated, even
agreed diary dates fell victim to ‘more important’ meetings. All in all the process could take 4-6 weeks
from the first knowledge of the target to a completed interview.
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2.4 Interview Process and Instructions
There are several challenges with mass interviewing in disparate locations and countries that require
proper preparation. The candidates generally were giving up a precious 1-2 hours and it would not be
possible to get a second chance with them.
There were people from several consortium partners keen to perform interviews and this fitted well
with the philosophy of peer based conversations with directly known or introduced interviewees. This
gave us good representation of controls, lighting manufacturers and research institutions. A lot of
effort was put into designing and documenting a structure and instructions for each interviewer so we
had consistency and a quality experience for the candidates. The plan was discussed and refined
with the whole interviewing team. These meetings, coupled with the difficulty achieving a high volume
of candidates described in the previous section, changed our approach, much for the better.
The original plan had been to conduct a high number of short (60 minute) interviews one-to-one by
phone or computer link (possibly with video) to save travel cost and time. However, it was strongly
felt by the interview committee, several of whom had recently been involved in other research and
their own customer satisfaction interviewing, that this was not the best approach to get a high quality
of answers or to impress upon the candidates the importance of the OpenAIS project. It was agreed
then that all interviews should be preferably face to face and should have two interviewers. One to do
most of the talking/listening and the other to do most of the note taking. This had the knock-on effect
of making the interviews harder to get diarised in a compressed timescale. What had been a plan to
prepare, interview and type up notes in 4 hours became prepare, travel, interview (for longer) and
travel back. Typically taking 6 hours or effectively writing off a whole day. Often the travel was not
conducive for typing up notes so this then took another 2-4 hours on another day. Doubling up on
interviewers also reduced the number of interviewing days available. If travel was not sensible then
full audio/video collaboration tools were used to perform the interview by face. At the end of the
process we all agreed that this had definitely been the best strategy and that the quantity and richness
of observations and conversations had surpassed our expectations.
A table of generic themes and thoughts around the current and projected situation of those themes
was built to help plan interviews sympathetic to the candidate’s expertise and to make sure we could
keep a conversation going if it dried up and on-track if it began to repeat. The sheet also served as
an at-a-glance record of whether we had covered all themes and in particular whether the
conversation had explored the future enough.
On review, and to inspire some “out of the box” futuristic thinking the theme “Whole Building Ecosystem” was added to encourage seeing lighting as part of a bigger picture and interwoven with many
other systems and scenarios.
The interview was more or less formally framed by starting with an acknowledgement of the project
funding and acknowledgement of the data privacy approval notice. The same two open questions
were then used to get first impressions of the current and projected situations in that stakeholder’s
frame of reference. These first answers helped start a further informal path through topics raised with
the interviewer gently exploring points of more interest and making sure prepared topics were woven
into the conversation if still appropriate. A final common question “Of the covered themes, which 3 where
most important to you and why?” helped round off and focus on literally the most important things that
must get included in the project, according to the candidate.
The skill of the interviewing team was to listen, keep a conversation going where the candidate
contributed most and felt they could talk candidly. Good note taking was essential and generally
required a second person to keep up a high flow of talking. The importance of the face to face style
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of the meeting became very apparent as a source for the interviewer to judge the weight of what really
were the most inspiring, important or compelling views and events in the candidate’s realm of
knowledge an opinion.
To secure consistency and a richness of data a full set of instructions and help and preparation pages
for the interview process were prepared as exhibited here. Every interviewer was sent this and also
walked through it online for training purposes.

Instructions for the interviewer
This document is created to help the interviewer with the interviews for T1.1. It starts with a
short introduction to the goal and approach of the interview, followed by materials that will help
you prepare the interviews.
There are also instructions for delivering results of the interview.

Goal and approach
The goal for the interviews that we are going to conduct is to gather rich quotes and experiences from
the involved stakeholders in the European lighting value chain. The results of the interviews will be
transcribed to scenarios that will be used as input for T1.2.
We want to capture the experience of people with lighting system, thus we aim for an initial,
emotional response. Therefore, no documents will be sent upfront to the stakeholder that is going to
be interviewed. To make sure the conversation is as fluent as possible, it is preferred to do the
interview face-to-face. But if necessary the interview can be done through a video conference (or
phone). The interview will be in the native language of the interviewee, or (if preferred by the
stakeholder) in English. To allow you as interviewer to fully focus on the conversation, we recommend
to record the interview with audio. If possible, it is best to conduct the interview with 2 people,
where one takes the role as main interviewer and the other takes care of the recordings and notes.
In total, one interview will take about 90 minutes, depending on the stakeholder and the conversation.
When contacting the stakeholder, ask for a 2 hour timeslot. If this is not possible or if you think the
conversation should continue longer, it is always possible to contact the stakeholder by phone for a
follow up interview.
After the interview the results will be documented, which will take about 2 hours.

In short
Preparation
1. Main questions
2. Prompt themes
3. Recording
Interview
1. Introduction
2. Interview
3. Wrap up
After the interview
1. Gather all materials
2. Transcribe and categorize
3. Upload
4. Delete from personal devices
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Preparation
Interview
To make sure that we not only capture superficial statements, the interview is divided in two
perspectives towards stakeholder’s experiences. We will cover both the current situation of the
stakeholder, with regards to the lighting system, as well as a projected situation of a future lighting
system. This way, we can capture more latent needs that are related to the WHY.
The following questions and prompt themes are to help you to prepare questions for interview,
tailored to the stakeholder type that is going to be interviewed. The themes are shortly
described; try to get familiar with these. If wanted, you can write your own definitions, keeping
the stakeholder in mind. The descriptions can be used to clarify the theme to the stakeholder if
necessary.
There are two main questions for the interview to capture experiences with lighting systems in the
present (current situation) and in the future (projected situation):
1. Do you believe that the lighting systems of today are keeping pace with your needs?
2. What are your motivations for using lighting systems (in the future)?
• Expertise to install and exploit
Prompt themes
features of the system
Overall
• Amount of effort and training to
• Overall experience with the lighting
(re)configure the system
system, the intentions of actions,
Ability to integrate
location and needs
• The ability to integrate with current
User experience
building management systems
• The interaction with the system
• Retrofitting light sources and controls
through interfaces & controllers
Security
• Effort / investment in the interaction
• Control of access to systems
and the result from the system
resources (and ownership), specially its
Serviceability / maintainability
data and operating system files
• The ability of technical support to
• Privacy of office workers and users of
provide maintenance
the
light system
• The ability to solve a problem and
Energy
reduction
restoring a product into service
•
(Lowering)
power consumption of
• Efficiency of product maintenance
lights & system
and reduction of operational costs
• Standby features of the system
• Security updates
Social context
Availability
• Involved stakeholders in related tasks
• Probability that a system is
• Who influence actions and decisions
operational at a given time (the amount
• Secure and reliability of technology in
of time a device is actually operating)
everyday
life
• Remote availability of data from the
Whole
building
eco-system
system
•
Other
building
functionalities
than
• Remote availability of control over
can
be
connected
to
lighting
the system
• Control / location of the system
Upgradability
• Capability of being improved in
functionality by the addition or
replacement of components
• The amount of effort it takes to
upgrade a lighting system with new
features / controls / sensors / fixtures
• Downloadable functionality
Installation & configuration
• Flexibility of the light system to
changing usage of space
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The prompt themes together with the two main questions can be mapped to a framework. This
framework is not shared with the stakeholder, but only for the interviewer. The framework can help by:
• Presenting an overview of the scope of the interview
• Providing an overview of the covered areas during the interview
• And therefor minimizing chance of repetition
• Providing inspiration for new questions if the conversation dries up

If it is convenient to you, you can print an A3 template or A4 template of this framework. This includes
the questions and short descriptions of the themes. You can use this template to make quick
handwritten notes if you are able to map a statement directly. Or your can just tick the areas that you
covered during the interview.
To prepare the interview you can use a selection of scenarios and use-cases that are gathered at the
Philips SharePoint®. Such a scenario can help you to introduce a certain prompt theme and it helps
you to evocate a particular activity with the interviewed stakeholder. To capture the experience it is
important to go deeper than superficial answers. Please try to use open questions and elaborate on
answers by asking for explanation (even when you think you understand the answer)

Recording
Make sure that you are able to record the interview. You can use a voice recorder, your phone or laptop
with your own application for this, or one of the following:
Android: Smart Voice Recorder
iPhone: Voice Recorder
Windows Sound Recorder
Mac: Quicktime Player (file > New Audio Recording)
! The information that will be captured will be confidential, so make sure that nothing is
uploaded to Dropbox / Google drive or a similar service.
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Interview shortlist
Preparations
! Make sure you are recording!

Introduction
The introduction to the interview is included in the shortlist and can be printed to take with you
during the interview. This introduces OpenAIS, Horizon 2020, data privacy, etc.

Interview
Take notes during the interview! You can use the provided templates or just plain handwriting.

Make sure to use open questions and elaborate on the answers given.

Wrap up
As a wrap up question, you can reflect on what you talked about during the interview and ask the stakeholder to
prioritize a selection of the covered themes.
Of the covered themes, which 3 where most important to you and why?
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After the interview
1. Gather materials
Make sure you have digitized your handwritten notes. Scan them or make photographs. Make sure that
you have your audio/video recording.

2. Transcribe
Transcribe your handwritten notes with help of the audio recording. If the interview was not in English,
please translate. Try to write down everything that is told. Make sure you remove any names or
references to make sure that the transcription is completely anonymous.
It could be possible that a (almost) complete scenario / anecdote can be quoted as scenario. Please do
so.

3. Feedback
4. Categorize
To make it easier for us to analyze the results, we ask you to categorize your notes according to the 3
perspectives (current, near and far future) and the prompt themes.
Add the top 3 of important themes.

5. Upload
Upload everything to the Philips SharePoint®:
o Recordings (password protect)
o Scanned notes (password protect)
o Transcribed & categorized notes
o Transcribed & categorized scenarios
! Make sure that the names of the files are coded!

6. Delete
! Before continuing with this step, make sure that you have uploaded everything to the
SharePoint®
Delete all audio and/or video recordings from your device.
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2.5 Interviewee profiles
The information gathering phase required the involvement of a wide variety of stakeholders which
were interviewed by members of the consortium, namely by JHC, PHL, TUE and ZUM. Twenty-six
stakeholders have been interviewed to gather five hundred and twelve scenarios.
The distribution of interviewees is shown below in several ways. Table 2-2 Interviewee Profiles shows
details according to their company type, stakeholder type, stakeholder category and current role.
This demonstrates the variety of the professionals who have been interviewed during the information
gathering phase. The vast majority of the interviewees have had twenty plus years of work experience.
Figure 2-4 Interviewees by Company Type shows the spread of company types. Aside from Lighting
there are a number of HVAC, BMS, energy and engineering company types. This is a healthy counter
balance. Lighting, by adding IoT, will become more intrinsically a part of the building wide integrated
ecosystem. The influence and interest from the wider community, system integrators, IT providers,
facility managers and the like who are already embracing convergence of building services over IP is
significant and needs to be more understood by the current lighting community.
Figure 2-3 Interviewees by Stakeholder Category shows a propensity of Pre-sales, Lighting
Community and Post-Sales. This partly reflects the relationship profiles of the interviewing companies
who found the external candidates to interview. Pre-sales people have good market knowledge and
influence around solution recommendation, comparison and value proposition. If Post-sales people
are not happy to use a solution, they will also recommend different solutions or possibly incur higher
costs of projects when things are difficult to work with. The Lighting Community of course has a vested
interest to help us and themselves understand the impacts of introducing IoT to their portfolios.
Within the categories Figure 2-5 Interviewees by Stakeholder Type shows a good spread across the
types identified at the beginning of the process.
Partners IMT, JHC, PHL, TNO and TUE have also contributed one hundred and twelve scenarios
originating from their own observations and subject matter expertise.
An interviewee’s personal profile or job role did not restrict their train of thought and opinion. Scenarios
were offered up by interviewees that would be considered outside of their immediate realm of interest.
For example pre-sales talking about maintenance concerns which is post-sales. This is shown later
in section 2.9 Raw Scenario Results. Scenarios will be tagged by their interest to different
stakeholders. The results have a higher pre-sales and post-sales content than the spread of
interviewee type alone would suggest.
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Table 2-2 Interviewee Profiles

Company type

Stakeholder type

Stakeholder
category

Role

Automation Software

Other or New Stakeholder

Technical &
Hardware

Software developer

Building and Energy
services

Energy Performance
Contract/Management

Pre Sales

Market director

Building Automation
Association

Other or New Stakeholder

Other

Director

Building Engineering

Consultants & Specifiers

Pre Sales

Lighting designer

Controls provider

Controls Manufacturers

Lighting
Community

R&D manager

Electrical installation
consultancy

Installation Companies

Post Sales

Managing and
technical director

Electrical Wholesale

Lighting wholesalers &
distributors

Pre Sales

Client Manager

Engineering and
Sustainability
Consultancy

Consultants & Specifiers

Pre Sales

Building Automation
Director

HVAC, Controls and
BMS providers

Energy Performance
Contract/Management

Pre Sales

System designer

HVAC, Controls and
BMS providers

Proposal/tender response
offer writers

Pre Sales

Systems Branch
Manager

HVAC, Controls and
BMS providers

Regulations

Technical &
Hardware

Market Manager
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HVAC, Controls and
BMS providers

Estimator/ Quantity Surveyor

Pre Sales

Lead Estimator

HVAC, Controls and
BMS providers

Commissioning

Post Sales

Engineer

HVAC, Controls and
BMS providers

Commissioning

Post Sales

Software developer

Information and
Communication
Technology

IT Network Owners

Pre Sales

IT Network Manager

IT consulting services

IT Network Owners

Pre Sales

Chief Information
Officer

Lighting

Application Writers

Lighting
Community

Lighting designer

Lighting

Lighting Manufacturers

Lighting
Community

Market Intelligence
lighting industry

Lighting

Other or New Stakeholder

Other

Designer, trend
watcher

Lighting

Lighting Manufacturers

Lighting
Community

Marketing Manager
lighting controls
systems

Lighting

Lighting Manufacturers

Lighting
Community

Standards &
Regulations Lighting
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Lighting

Lighting Manufacturers

Lighting
Community

Developer IoT
Lighting controls

Lighting Controls
Supplier

Consultants & Specifiers

Pre Sales

Managing Director

Real Estate
Development and
Construction

Consultants & Specifiers

Pre Sales

Project Engineer

Real Estate
Management

Consultants & Specifiers

Pre Sales

Office Space Use
Specialist

Real Estate
Management

Consultants & Specifiers

Pre Sales

Manager, Real Estate
& Strategy

8%

23%

Lighting Community
Other

8%
50%

Post Sales
Pre Sales

11%

Figure 2-3 Interviewees by Stakeholder Category
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Automation Software
Building and Energy services
Building Automation Association
Building Engineering

7%
4%

3% 4%

4%

4%

Controls provider

4%
4%

Electrical installation consultancy

4%
4%

Electrical Wholesale

23%
4%

Engineering and Sustainability
Consultancy
HVAC, Controls and BMS providers

4%

23%

4%

Information and Communication
Technology
IT consulting services
Lighting
Lighting Controls Supplier

Figure 2-4 Interviewees by Company Type
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Figure 2-5 Interviewees by Stakeholder Type

2.6 Intermediate Interview Results
By the end of the interview process we had collected hundreds of new scenarios from candidates
across the full stakeholder categories. Candidates were interviewed in UK, Spain, Italy, France,
Germany, Netherlands, Austria, Switzerland and Belgium by interviewers from UK, France,
Netherlands, Slovakia and Austria.
The interviewers writing these up formally into the raw scenario collection tables and tagged the most
important stakeholder interests, references and themes. With the April Scenarios Workshop fast
approaching it was decided the interviewers had reached a point of diminishing return editing this
data. It was better they spent any extra diary time closing some more interviews.
The Johnson Controls analysts took responsibility to make sure all results submitted as individual
spreadsheets per interview were collated and indexed anonymously into one big results set. They
were merged with the Consortium Experience input. Some obvious cleansing and tagging was carried
out, some reframing of scenario sentences was made and the mechanics for filtering and sorting with
new themes and sub-themes, farsightedness, stakeholder types and key words was all added and
improved.
The intermediate result set contained around seven hundred scenarios, statements, questions and
comments. This was examined to remove unhelpful or duplicate entries and was ready to be delivered
to the scenarios workshop where the full resources of the attendees could be exploited to help with
final processing into raw scenarios as described in the next sub-section.
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2.7 Data Processing, Indexing, Tagging and Filtering
The intermediate results set was still in need of a data refinement process to get it to a quality,
consistency and clarity from where it could be analysed in a more efficient manner.
At the April Scenarios workshop the whole list of attendees were carefully split into 5 teams of 5
people. Each team had one of the interviewers as a moderator, timekeeper and query responder.
Each person received a double sides A3 page containing around 25 scenarios. Three sessions were
used to scan and mark-up with pen or highlighter the data set so the electronic file could be updated
after.
1) Scan the scenario and make sure that the columns for future i.e. Now, Near, Far were
accurate. Make sure there was at least one main stakeholder and if sensible up to two
additional stakeholders (some scenarios were written by the interviewers using the
interviewee stakeholder type instead of the one they were talking about).

Theme

Sub
Theme

Current

Near
Future

Far
Future

Main
Stakeholder
type

Additional
Stakeholder 1

Additional
Stakeholder 2

Figure 2-6 Tag and filter columns

2) Interviewers and pre-analyst team had mostly pre-tagged with the themes that had been
introduced in the interview preparation stage and with a main stakeholder. But it was felt, on
looking through the raw data that more theme detail was necessary as for example the theme
“Commissioning” could easily encompass “Discovery” “Localisation” or “Configuration”. Prior
to the workshop the definition and easy cross reference indexing shown in Figure 2-7 Themes
& Sub-Themes was created and printed out for the teams so they could quickly write down
the link index instead of the phrase.
3) Whilst scanning it was hoped that the readers would spot threads, key words or gaps in the
data set that were worth mentioning so the post-analyst team could introduce these words or
ideas as a method to search and cluster scenarios together.
4) Each team elected a spokesman to report back on their findings and to comment on anything
significant.
Each person and team worked through this either in three goes or one. Some swapped pages. The
method worked well and had the added benefit of exposing the whole group to be interested and
inspired by the rich data set that had been collected. The consensus was that it was a rich data set
but:- Far future not present enough, stakeholders and themes tagging still needed checking and they
had not had time really to document new threads or topics. It was a tough task in a short workshop to
expect people to quickly assimilate threads and topics from the data set.
A theme that most caught the attention of one team was the scenario “Rquicker turnover of building
rental as occupiers reduce risk around expansion and contraction”. They commented this could be
very significant for the project as buildings could be re-purposed or re-personalised more often than
at present and OpenAIS should be good at adapting and being flexible to office change.
Near Future was considered to be 2020 and Far Future 2020+. The results confirmed our
predisposition that Far Future may be under represented and that this should be compensated for by
the ideation workshop described in the next chapter.
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The marked-up sheets were scanned for back-up purposes and a four person post-analyst team spent
several days transferring the mark-ups into the electronic data set.
Now the spreadsheet data set of ‘raw scenarios’ had been indexed, tagged, sorted, filtered and subthemed and was in a high quality state to make the ‘super scenario’ analysts task quicker and more
fruitful. An example of the processed results is shown in Table 2-3 Raw Scenario results example.
Identifying important clusters of ideas amongst the raw scenarios and writing these up as Super
Scenarios would actually take a small team more than a week of careful analysis as described in 4.1.

2.8 Raw Scenarios Selection and Prioritisation
At the review workshop, in the review instructions, the teams were also tasked with commenting on
the priority and importance of each scenario with a Yes, Maybe or No marker. It quickly became clear
that this was too early in the project to ask this question and that some technical politics and/or
uncertainty was causing unbalanced answers.
The data collection was in effect a brainstorm, a collection of seven hundred scenario ideas that were
of equal validity whether one scenario or many were in support of a similar notion. The representatives
of the engineering partners expected to produce the working demonstration were cautiously minded
to veto items they knew were maybe too costly, too complex or too ambitious relative to what they
knew would be possible to demonstrate. It was agreed that this was eliminating the User wishes too
early, even before we had an architecture to work on. The purpose of the architecture design is to
proactively include the ‘stretch’ solutions, 2020 and beyond, either by directly solving them or by
creating the possibility for future innovators to solve them. The issue of not being able to completely
or directly demonstrate features or scenarios is to be dealt with in later. Work packages 1,2,3 and 4
will plan the achievable vision for the final Pilot and what is most important to showcase. Work
package 5 will design, install and showcase the pilot and validate how well the pilot performed and
how the greater scope of D1.1, D1.2 (User Requirements) and D1.4 (Solution Specification) are
enabled by the architecture.
This potentially left the project with an immediate problem of scale versus focus. Too many scenarios,
many similar themes. Unless some selection and prioritisation was applied this could result in a diluted
and inefficient use of resources.
The workshop continued with the more important and useful task to review the scenarios and add the
sorting and filtering fields that would help us understand and communicate more the relevance of
each scenario which, in turn, would help spawn the Use Cases without allowing prioritisation to descope the aims too early in the project.
Designers of the architecture must have all the scenarios in mind and be aimed at the future and
consider the needs of people beyond the technical. As seen through the remainder of this document,
the essence of the project is captured by a manageable list of fifteen Super Scenarios and thirty-six
Use Cases of equal status. Throughout the process of researching, creating and selecting Use
Cases, the mechanics of the data set enables engineers to navigate easily back to the original sources
in the raw scenario data.
Internally to the project, the Use Cases in this report D1.1 will be carefully marked up to reflect the
achievable and agreed aims of the final pilot system.
The User Requirements report D1.2 will derive many (at this time of revision some two hundred and
fifty) succinct requirements from the Use Cases and these will be prioritised through report D1.4 to
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help guide the architects and engineers to focus on “Core Architectural Considerations”, “Usability,
Processes and Behaviour” and “Compliance, Regulation and Standards” whilst being able to pay less
attention to requirements not directly effecting the design work. For example, the solution must
support ‘Apps’ but the architects need not focus on any requirement that is likely to be solved by an
‘App’. On the other hand, the team managing the pilot system would be wise to consider all ‘Apps’ as
potential showcase candidates and will indicate internally which of these and all other D1.2
requirements will be included in the final pilot.
The selection and prioritisation process has been thoroughly thought through and executed as a
value-added exercise by a cross-consortium and cross-work-package team of subject matter experts.

THEMES & SUB-THEMES
Overall

A.1

Overall experience with the lighting system, the intentions of actions,
location and needs

User experience

B.1

Effort / investment in the interaction and the result from the system

B.2

User interaction/Person Control

B.3

Occupancy based control

B.4

Daylight based control

C.1

The ability of technical support to provide maintenance

C.2

The ability to solve a problem and restoring a product into service

C.3

Efficiency of product maintenance and reduction of operational costs

C.4

security updates

C.5

Firmware management

C.6

Device replacement

C.7

Logging and diagnostics

Standards and Regulations

D.1

IT versus Lighting

Availability

E.1

Serviceability /
maintainability

Upgradability

Installation & configuration

Probability that a system is operational at a given time (the amount of time
a device is actually operating)

E.2

Remote availability of data from the system

E.3

Remote availability of control over the system

E.4

Control / location of the system

F.1

Capability of being improved in functionality by the addition or
replacement of components

F.2

The amount of effort it takes to upgrade a lighting system with new
features / controls / sensors / fixtures

F.3
G.1

Downloadable functionality
Flexibility of the light system to changing usage of space

G.2

Expertise to install and exploit features of the system

G.3

Amount of effort and training to (re)configure the system

G.4

Device mounting
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G.5

Wireless network and device installation

G.6

Connectivity (also related to integration )

H.1

Discovery of devices

H.2

Localization of devices

H.3

Configure system ( e.g. grouping)

I.1

Integration with existing infrastructure (BMS, IT infrastructure)

I.2

Integration with other (new) application areas, as Demand Response

I.3

Retrofitting light sources and controls

J.1

Control of access to systems resources (and ownership), specially its data
and operating system files

J.2
K.1

Privacy of office workers and users of the light system
(Lowering) power consumption of lights & system

K.2

Standby features of the system

Sustainability

L.1

Material reuse and recycling

Social context

M.1

Involved stakeholders in related tasks

M.2

Who influence actions and decisions

M.3
N.1

Secure and reliability of technology in everyday life
Workplace related services

N.2

Human centric related services

Whole building eco-system

O.1

Site management

P.1

Other building functionalities than can be connected to lighting
Dashboard

P.2

Monitoring of data

P.3

Maintenance and notifications

P.4

Building analytics/efficiency/performance

P.5

Schedules

Q.1

Reliability

Q.2

Maintainability

Q.3

Recoverability, Fault tolerance, degradability

Q.4

Adaptability

Q.5

Analyzability

Q.6

Testability

Commissioning

Ability to integrate

Security

Energy Reduction

Occupant Comfort

Quality related

Figure 2-7 Themes & Sub-Themes
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2.9 Raw Scenario Results
Table 2-3 Raw Scenario results
example shows an example of some
raw scenarios and the indexing,
tagging, filtering etc that was added
during processing. Before an amount of
cleansing and merging of duplicate
ideas was performed there were around
seven hundred raw scenarios. The set
taken forward to the next stage is
around six hundred and twenty-four.
In addition there are columns to show
‘stakeholder interest’. There is a column
for the perceived Main stakeholder type
and two more that may be interested.

Figure 2-8 Stakeholder interest by Category

Figure 2-8 Stakeholder interest by
Category shows the domination of pre
and post sales in the data.

Table 2-3 Raw Scenario results example
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Figure 2-9 Stakeholder Interest by Type shows the dominant stakeholders as:
Operators/Users; Consultants & Specifiers; Building owners (developers); and Building Occupiers.
Whilst the Lighting Community and Technical Hardware sections are important this shows that the
purpose of our mission to research and represent the real world stakeholders in the value chain that
consume these products is covered strongly. These top four stakeholder types are the main
influencers and decision makers. Who and how a product is made and brought to market is treated
as insignificant compared to the concerns of whether it is of value to people choosing to pay for it
and those who will use and own it for a long time.
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Stakeholder Interest by Type

All Stakeholders
IoT/IP Providers
Regulations (IEEE, CE, safety, HR)
Silicon & security providers
Standards/protocols bodies
Consultants & Specifiers
Building Owners (landlord,
property developers)
Building Occupier

12%
0%
1%
2%
21%
%
1%
0%
3%2%
4%
5%
6%

Lighting Manufacturers

11%

13%
0%
0%
2%
3%
4%4% 5%

9%
8%

IT Network Owners (IT
management, Director,
technicians)
Proposal/tender response offer
writers
Architects
Energy Performance
Contract/Management
Lighting Innovation Designer
Lighting wholesalers & distributors
Other or New Stakeholder
Estimator/ Quantity Surveyor
Operator/User (General FM, M&E
Team)
Installation Companies
Maintenance
Commissioning

Figure 2-9 Stakeholder Interest by Type
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3 SOCIO-TECHNICAL IDEATION WORKSHOP
The full explanation of the workshop, its intent, method and findings are documented in detail in
project deliverable D1.3. This chapter is a brief synopsis to show the key findings and revised vision
statement that should be used to colour our thinking as we progress.

3.1 Introduction

Figure 3-1 Ideation Workshop room

In early May a carefully chosen mix of consortium and non-consortium parties were gathered together
in a large meeting room in Manchester, UK for a socio-technical ideation workshop. The leaders and
moderators of this workshop were subject matter experts of an R&D team who specialise in workplace
innovation. Their research is predicated on building a social and technological roadmap of trends
looking as far out as 2040. OpenAIS is looking at 2020+ but of course any solutions installed in
buildings then will be expected to last 20 years. They regularly tailor innovation workshops such as
this for customers wishing to stimulate inclusion of future emerging trends and concepts into their
design work.

FUTURE

TOMORROW
TODAY
Roadmapping is a chronological study on disruptive and developing macro and micro trends
affecting our industry: “Consumer & society”; “Industries ,markets, facilities & workplace”;
“Vehicle, automotive & transportation”; “Technology, product & design”
Figure 3-2 Social Technological roadmapping
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3.2 Method

Figure 3-3 Artists visualised and recorded the action

The ideation was a mixture of plenary discussion, reviewing our vision statement, education about
trends, workshopping implications of the trends, and finally focussing on the real life takeaways that
should fuel our innovation. The pace and contributions were intense and inspired by artists who
visually recorded through the whole process keeping up a real sense of story flow and helping boost
energy levels in the room.
The first morning was spent discussing the state of the lighting world today and, after an erudite
overview presentation of social and technological roadmaps the team first brainstormed what they
thought about the sun (to get the thinking warmed up) and then we tackled the more difficult problem
of reviewing the project mission or vision statement. After a plenary discussion about the current
statement the group was carefully split into three balanced teams who then presented their best efforts
at re-visioning and re-wording the mission statement. The results were then critiqued and debated in
plenary until we had something succinct that the whole group could support and be proud to use as
the publishable, guiding beacon for the rest of the project.
The vision statement was immediately a great reference and starting point for the rest of the 2 days.
The aim was to explore the future and find the important motivations and actions that should guide
the design and work.
Three combinations of social trends were explained by the moderators as significant to our quest.
These were branded “New Ways of Working”, “Smart Moves” and “Youniverse”. Each topic was
thoroughly presented using known roadmap background and then the implications of each were
discussed in plenary. This gave the group an excellent grounding in the future and started the
brainstorm process with immediate thoughts and reactions to the newly acquired insight. Those
session by nature were general and reactive. The more intense focussed thinking followed this as the
major part of day 2.
The groups were split into three balanced teams, each team had then to consider the OpenAIS project
in light of the three combinations trends and three business contexts namely “Business to Business”
(B2B) , “Business to Consumer” (B2C) and Commercialisation.

Business to Business (B2B)
Business to Consumer (B2C)
Commercialisation

“Ways of Working”
Team A
Team B
Team C

“Smart Moves”
Team B
Team C
Team A

Table 3-1 Ideation Workshop team and task rotation
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A recorder/artist moved between sessions in order to follow the business topic in full to capture all the
ideas around that topic. The main point of this session was to get the teams to really think freely about
what would make the future of lighting hugely better than it is now.
The teams were then asked to think of project concepts that would be worth working on to enable this
future. Their top three ideas were pitched to the other teams and written up on the tapestry. From
these, everybody voted their top 2 which gave us an overall winner as revealed in Main Findings.

3.3 Vision Statement revision
The OpenAIS proposal of course contains a project vision. This first vision was presented to the
plenary group to discuss what it meant to us and what it conveyed about the project. Was it still a
valid and good vision that would sustain us throughout a three year project and help OpenAIS survive
and thrive beyond even that?

The vision of the OpenAIS project is that lighting systems as
well as building management systems will converge to an allIP based configuration, with IP (Internet Protocol) reaching
endpoints, thus putting the Internet of Things concept at the
heart of new lighting system architectures.
Figure 3-4 Original Vision from Proposal

This initial Vision Statement was openly discussed. Whilst valid and appropriate as part of the
proposal it was no longer considered to be right to take us forward as a guiding principle. It was
criticised for being too technical and focusing too much on the means of achieving the project goals
rather than the actual value of OpenAIS. It was also noted that it lacked inspirational and motivational
aspects, and that it didn’t clearly state who will benefit from OpenAIS.
So the plenary was split into three teams to brainstorm their best version of a vision statement.
Spokesmen from each team presented their idea and the plenary once again reviewed them,
discussed and defended them, merged them and pored over every word and phrase for inspiration.
The new vision statement was later proposed to and ratified by the board on 29th May 2015. See
Figure 3-5 New OpenAIS Vision Statement.
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“Create an open ecosystem to enable a wider
community to deliver the smartness of light.
Allow easy adaptability to cater for the diversity
of people and demands”
Figure 3-5 New OpenAIS Vision Statement

Figure 3-6 New OpenAIS Vision Statement on workshop tapestry
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3.4 Main Findings

Figure 3-7Top 9 Project concepts "...and the winner is"

At the end of two inspiring days the most important project concept to help OpenAIS be successful
was dubbed “Easy Life”. People would be more likely to adopt OpenAIS as a standard if it was “..easy
to specify, buy, install, operate and maintainR”. The implication behind it being Easy is that it would
be much less time consuming and therefore cheaper to engineer into the job. Two key socio-technical
innovation success factor support this notion namely Shy Tech (hiding the complexity of how
something is done) and “Elimination to Zero”.
For a fuller view of the top 9 product ideas and methods please refer to report D1.3
Key findings from the education around trends were that in the future some 40% of knowledge/office
workers would be contractors, work is project based, and offices become transitory places to go for
collaboration or special purposes. The daily commuting style journey to work would diminish and
journeys in general would still provide an opportunity to work whilst in motion. Big offices would
become disparate, smaller rented spaces somewhere nearer to where people need to have a face to
face meeting and not somewhere in an expensive and time consuming place to get to. People’s
expectations for well-being, health and generally that the world revolves around them would extend
to the workplace and personalisation task space could appear near to the collaboration areas.
It was clear that there are many commercial opportunities for the right OpenAIS architecture to
underpin.
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3.5 Actions and Recommendations
The moderators summarised the days and based on their experiences with other innovation teams
made some recommendations to the group:
Recommendations:
1. Reach out to OTHER PROJECTS
2. SIMPLICITY- do not go for a compromise
3. Make an EXTREME USE CASE – come up with a system that goes beyond other projects
4. Work towards the VISION STATEMENT– with a human centric approach
5. EDUCATE PEOPLE on lighting – make good or bad lighting visible
Actions:
1. Put HUMAN into the center
2. Make PEOPLE TALK about lighting; create a desire for good lighting solutions
3. Create a strong VALUE PROPOSITION
4. Build a good architecture - architecture is the enabler to build a platform
5. LOOK BACK to the story – Vision statement
Most of these are already in hand. The most innovating comments to us were EDUCATE PEOPLE
and MAKE PEOPLE TALK.
We see in the market today a relatively small uptake of controlled solutions and even smaller in human
centric lighting projects. The ideation revealed that people could (and should) start to demand better
lighting and comfort in their workplaces. It’s technically possible already to track circadian rhythm for
example. OpenAIS marketing perhaps should create a ‘movement’, a surge of entitlement to the best
that lighting can offer. We should therefore consider something like an application on a smart phone
to show people how well their current environment scores and what it could be like, to raise awareness
and that sense of entitlement to better working conditions that would fuel the market for intelligent
lighting controls.

3.6 Extreme Use Case – www.PerfectMeeting.com
One of the main outcomes of the discussions, which is reflected in the third recommendation
formulated by the workshop facilitators, is the consideration of an extreme use case. It was stated
that to develop a solution that is truly aiming at the future, the group has to imagine revolutionary
ideas, and not only to surpass the current industry SOTA. Many ideas were formulated during the
ideation part of the workshop, one of which was www.perfectmeeting.com as illustrated in the top left
corner of Figure 3-7Top 9 Project concepts "...and the winner is".
Perfectmeeting.com is a fully integrated information system which gathers information from multiple
sources to organize the perfect meeting based on participants’ calendars, needs and custom
preferences. During the actual meeting, the environment is dynamically regulated according to live
measurements.
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Whether your user name or email address identifies you in the booking system it will look you up on
social or business media for example Facebook or LinkedIn and your profile would be accessible.
Where you live, preference for travel type, dietary needs, special assistance, calendar would help the
meeting organiser choose the most friendly and convenient office that meets most personal and
corporate policies and carbon consumption.
Other facilities like projectors, collaboration kiosks orprinters would be available or orderable.
Most significantly, the offices are likely to be ‘neutral’ and the vendors could charge extra for
personalisation of the space. www.PerfectMeeting.com is able to grab your corporate branding style
and the screens and lights can be set for colour branding and employee comfort. There are task
based lights balanced to the needs of people using the table top touch screens.
On arrival, the room knows you are the owner of the meeting and sets the style. As others arrive they
get a colour burst welcome. When PowerPoint starts the projector is turned on. There is an automatic
health and safety presentation running on the projector that is synchronised with the emergency lights
and the ceiling lights flash to show exit routes, toilets and drinks area during the safety presentation
and to help people during breaks. On their way to the toilet the guests are pleased to see no energy
wasted as lights come on in the corridor as they approach without the need to find a light switch. Your
own presentation is also able to command the lights and moves between different mood scenes to
emphasise your message.
When it rains in the middle of the meeting the lighting compensates and when the setting afternoon
sun makes it too bright in the room the blinds auto adjust and close and the orange light level in the
room is increased.
Such ‘’extreme use cases’’ represent solutions that are not necessarily in the scope of OpenAIS, but
offer inspiration towards pushing the project towards the future and opportunities for App developers
to innovate.
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4 SUPER SCENARIOS
4.1 Method
In parallel, and during the week of the ideation workshop, four people worked on the huge data set to
prepare the mechanics in a spreadsheet file that would allow the analysis team to sort, filter, highlight,
group and search for common threads, keywords and sub-themes that would help reveal to them a
clearer, smaller set of important patterns or concepts.
Some pre-analysis using this tool created four smaller results sets split nominally into four categories
matching the original four stakeholder categories namely Technical Hardware, Pre-sales, Post-sales
and Lighting Community. Each file of data contained the whole data set, a pivot table, the preselection list, themes, stakeholder and an example complete with instructions for quality and
consistency of how to document what became dubbed the “Super Scenarios” as they revealed
themselves to the analysts. The analysts were all team members with the longest exposure to the
data. They had been involved in the interviewing process, the creation of the data set and had guided
the workshop review breakout teams.
Having identified an important thread or theme the analyst created a new sheet using the example
template provided and proceeded to write up the idea as a super scenario. Evidence scenarios from
the main data set were then pulled across into this new sheet to show the concept was as a super
set of underlying issues.
As the super scenario titles were invented the analysts checked in with the task leader to make sure
there was not too much overlap and re-work of similar ideas.
Each Super Scenario was given a unique index so we knew what category had prompted it and who
had conjured it. Hence they would also be traceable in the file back to their own evidence set if the
project team need to go deeper into the detail later. Each super scenario was completed by tagging
it with a main and two additional stakeholder types.
Finally, some super scenarios were developed based on the ideation workshop which finished at the
same time this pre-analysis work was nearing completion.

4.2 Results
As shown in the following sub sections from our original six hundred and twenty-four raw scenarios
some forty-eight Super Scenarios were created, given a title, written up properly for the next voting
stage and tagged with the three most prominent stakeholder types.
It is important to note in these sub sections for the sake of brevity and not repeating data that you can
only see the working title of the super scenario, not its full text or its full evidence. There is in the
background some cross-over and repeated use of the original scenarios, some of which include two
or three stakeholder driven ideas themselves. Remember that we are trying to carry forward scenarios
that capture the essence and direction that OpenAIS should take.
The following chapter BEST 15 SUPER SCENARIOS explains the formal voting method employed to
reduce these forty-eight down to fifteen. Also for your advanced information. The tables here show
highlighted in yellow those super scenarios that were subsequently voted into the best fifteen.
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The voters had detailed sight of the full text and access if required to the supporting evidence. See
tTable 4-1 Super Scenario example “LC_HS-4: Flexibility” - full text and evidence shows how a super
scenario was authored and aligned with supporting rows of raw scenarios.
The final process to consolidate the best fifteen into three ‘main scenarios’ is also explained in
Consolidation – “And Then There Were Three”. The full text results of all fifteen best scenarios can
then be seen later in chapter TOP 3 SCENARIOS where their relation and supporting influence on
those main three is published.

Table 4-1 Super Scenario example “LC_HS-4: Flexibility” - full text and evidence format

4.2.1 Technical Hardware
From a pre-analysed short list of fourteen scenarios four super scenarios were authored. The ones
highlighted in yellow were later voted into the best fifteen.
Index
TH_JS-1
TH_JS-2
TH_JS-3
TH_JS-4

Title
Plug and Play
Total Cost of Ownership ROI supports integrated smart controls
2020 EU standby power regulations
Emergency Lighting diagnostics

Table 4-2 Technical Hardware Super Scenarios

4.2.2 Pre-Sales
Pre-analysis grouped scenarios under 6 headings:Architects (24); Occupiers (35); Owners (44); Energy Performance (24); IT (45); Tender writers (45)
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From a pre-analysed short-list of two-hundred and seventeen raw scenarios twenty-one super
scenarios were authored. The ones highlighted in yellow were later voted into the best fifteen.

Index
PrS_PB-1
PrS_PB-2
PrS_PB-3
PrS_PB-4

Title
Workspace design
Light system performance
Occupant control
Energy efficiency

PrS_JP-1
PrS_JP-2
PrS_JP-3
PrS_JP-4
PrS_JP-5
PrS_JP-6

Multi Buildings energy comparison
IT convergence
SW & FW Updating
Standards & Regulations
Energy metering Granularity
Legacy systems compatibility

PrS_TW-1
PrS_TW-2
PrS_TW-3
PrS_TW-4
PrS_TW-5
PrS_TW-6
PrS_TW-7
PrS_TW-8
PrS_TW-9
PrS_TW-10
PrS_TW-11

Collaborative workspace
BIM Pre-sales
Responsibility for IP Light network
New Business Model
BMS integration
Light value to the end-user
IP integration of light
Privacy in the future
Office reconfiguration
Natural light
Remote access and control

Table 4-3 Pre-sales Super Scenarios

4.2.3 Post Sales
Pre-analysis grouped scenarios under four headings:Installation companies (29); Maintenance (18); System Integrators (14); Commissioning (20)
From a pre-analysed short-list of eighty-one raw scenarios ten super scenarios were authored. The
ones highlighted in yellow were later voted into the best fifteen.

Index
PoS_JS-1
PoS_JS-2
PoS_JS-3
PoS_JS-4
PoS_JS-5
PoS_JS-6
PoS_JS-7
PoS_JS-8

Title
BIM post sales enables mixed solution, compliance and efficient project and service
management
Tools, for an easy life
Skills and Responsibilities impact market acceptance
Flexible and dynamic grouping of luminaires for multilayer control logic and extra
value/revenue
Diagnostics (not configuration) tools for different levels
Auto discovery
Auto-Commission
Multiple Engineers visit the system over several years
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PoS_JS-9
PoS_JS-10

Retrofit or Refurbishment
Openness can support innovation without incompatibility

Table 4-4 Post-Sales Super Scenarios

4.2.4 Lighting Community
Pre-analysis grouped scenarios under three headings:Lighting Manufacturers (75); Lighting Innovation Designer (24); Other (13)

From a pre-analysed short-list of one-hundred and twenty-five raw scenarios nine super scenarios
were authored. The ones highlighted in yellow were later voted into the best fifteen.

Index
LC_HS-1
LC_HS-2
LC_HS-3
LC_HS-4
LC_SV-1
LC_SV-2
LC_SV-3
LC_SV-4
LC_SV-5

Title
Maintenance
Commissioning
Installation
Flexibility
Facilitate activities of the occupants (users of a building)
Increase value of real estate
Plug-In / App development by lighting company, in competition with non lighting IT
companies
Make working in the building through enhanced comfort and wellbeing
Integration BMS & Efficient Use of square meters in the building

Table 4-5 Lighting Community Super Scenarios

4.2.5 Ideation workshop
From the ideation workshop inspiration four super scenarios were authored.
Index
IdW_TW-1
IdW_TW-2
IdW_TW-3
IdW_TW-4

Title
Meeting room app
0-effort (re)configuration
Open app development
Light for life

Table 4-6 Ideation Workshop Super Scenarios

5 BEST 15 SUPER SCENARIOS
5.1 Introduction
Now that there was a strong list of forty-eight scenarios sourced from three lines of knowledge it was
important for the next stage to begin to isolate those that best upheld the most important criteria for
the project going forward.
The board proposed, checked and ratified a set of five criteria. Each criterion was graded in strength
from 0 – 5 with reasons to explain the relative strength. The plan then being to pick a sensible crosssection and small number of voters to grade all forty-eight Super Scenarios against each of the five
criteria.
The board and all those subscribing to Work Package 1 notices were canvassed for their votes. A
voting sheet with instructions was created and issued to all volunteers who were allowed a week to
make their marks.
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The votes were collated and analysed to understand in general terms the spread of voting across the
criteria and across the stakeholder types to ensure good coverage.
As a final sanity check a board meeting was held to review the results of the vote and to consider
carefully if the top scorers were exactly the best ones to take forward to the next stage.
This chapter explains the voting criteria and the results of the final selection and ratification process.

5.2 Voting Criteria
The board developed five main voting criteria as shown in table 5 below. They have the general titles
of: Enable the Future; Integrate the Systems; Quality of Scenario; Reduce the Carbon Footprint;
Stakeholder value. These stress the five most important factors in the project and by using them to
vote this will measure and weigh the relative merit of the Super Scenarios against a common gauge.
Voters could score using 0,1,2,3,4,5. The strongest score being 5, the weakest 0 and middle being 3.
The relative strength descriptions shown in the criteria table give a clue how to vote and the colour
grading helps visualise the results with greenest as best and redness the worst.
In addition, to further explore how now, near or far future looking the super scenarios were the voters
had the option to consider more detail in the Enable the Future vote with three more sub-criteria as
shown in Table 5-1 Enable the Future voting sub-criteria.
Scenario requests
features to be added /
changed during the life
Score cycle

5

scenario holds requests
for changes and add-ons
during the full life cycle

Scenario requests
features typically
not provided by
Score lighting industry.

5

3

scenario holds requests
for changes and addons during
commissioning (or not
specified)

3

0

scenario holds static
feature requests

0

scenario holds
requests for features
beyond lighting
functionality
scenario holds
requests for
enhanced and
special lighting
features (e.g.
emergency lighting,
lumen control,
scenario control)
scenario holds
requests that the
office lighting
industry typically
serves

Table 5-1 Enable the Future voting sub-criteria
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Scenario requests
features with a
„wow“ effect
Score

5

scenario holds never
seen and very
attractive (really cool)
requests.

3

scenario holds
interesting and nice,
but not really „wow“
requests

0

scenario holds every
day requests
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VotingCriterion
1. Enable the Future

Request for unseen properties (adaptive during
life cycle, third party involvement, wow)
Score
5
3
0

2. Integrate the Systems
Score
5
3
0
3. Quality of scenario
Score
5
3
0
4. Reduce carbon footprint

scenario holds requests for life time adaptations or
really „wow!“ features.
scenario holds requests for special lighting features,
for adaptations or third party involvement during
commissioning (or not specified)
scenario holds static and known feature requests
Seamless integration of BMS, heritage and cloud
integration
scenario holds requests for seamless / by principle
integration
scenario holds „on demand“ (or not specified)
integration request
scenario does not hold integration requests
The scenario is clearly about the OpenAIS project
targets
scenario holds strong requests for new ways of
providing (lighting) controls
scenario requests features the heritage systems
may (easily) provide on request
scenario requests nothing the heritage
technologies do not provide
Low network operation, lighting energy and low
manufacturing energy need

Score
5
3
0
5. Stakeholder value

scenario holds carbon footprint request beyond
lighting energy
scenario holds lighting energy scenario only
scenario does not hold energy scenario
Generate stakeholder value (in money or other
benefits) throughout the value chain

Score
5

scenario is explicitly about stakeholder value.

3

scenario is about stakeholder value, but not explicit

0

scenario does not connect to stakeholder value

Table 5-2 Super Scenario voting criteria
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5.3 Voting Results, Selection and Ratification
A complex excel sheet was produced to collate and add together the votes then provide pivot tables
to check them for top ranking by criteria, top by overall score and spread by stakeholder category to
prove decent coverage.
This spreadsheet allowed the board to easily see the top ten scoring Super Scenarios against each
criteria in turn. First “Enable the Future” was checked the top three scenarios were briefly discussed.
If it was considered a good scenario, a sensible outcome then it was highlighted in yellow to take it to
the final list. If not considered great, or if repeating concepts already through to the final list then it
was passed over and the next highest considered so long as its score was compatible with the
rejected item. Doing this for all five criteria resulted in selection of the fifteen Best Scenarios shown
in the Table 5-3 Best 15 Scenario Voting spread below. Here we are showing the voting in general.
The detailed descriptions are presented in TOP 3 SCENARIOS where the fifteen Best are used to
underpin the Top three. Whilst you cannot read the content the important factors are the colour coding
of the voting columns on the right hand side.

Table 5-3 Best 15 Scenario Voting spread

Enable the
future

System
Integration

Carbon
Footprint
Quality of
Statement
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Figure 5-1 Top 15 Super Scenarios Voting Balance

The balance of how each stakeholder category was represented in the final fifteen Super Scenarios
under the five voting criteria is shown in Figure 5-1 Top 15 Super Scenarios Voting Balance. How can
this be interpreted?
Post-Sales features the most and with the highest importance. This despite there being a relatively
low percentage of interviewees directly in this category. Many pre-sales interviewees have to consider
the consequences and costs of what they choose to specify and made comments on this. Consultants
are increasingly looking at total building lifecycle costs. Controls can be used to better perform on
energy but the most compelling area to look for savings by re-design of lighting architecture is the
operational costs of install, configure and maintenance.
Pre-Sales is the next most important category. Fundamentally it is the pre-sales business community
who hold the pass key to product specification and selection and hence the route to ubiquitous use
and standardisation of a product, protocol or architecture.
Both pre and post sales scenarios were judged to be properly about OpenAIS targets and most
importantly were designed to provide stakeholder value.
Enabling the future is on a par with systems integration. Considering whole building ecosystems will
enable stronger and more valuable solutions to emerge, “the sum of the whole being more than the
sum of the parts” as it were. Comments were not strongly supporting the Lighting Community directly
though pointed more to the future. This perhaps makes sense as this community makes the things
that the rest of the value chain will consume.
Reducing the Carbon Footprint, energy management in this context, was supported relatively weakly
compared to overall stakeholder value and enabling the future. This reflects the peak in energy as a
driver for LED purchases and puts more focus on OpenAIS to look for other differentiating features
and value propositions to impact the value chain and gain market acceptance. Human centric lighting,
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IoT, IP and Systems Integration could be the basis of those differentiating features as described in
our project proposal. It is the changing landscape of office infrastructure, the ways of working and
OpenAIS being open , flexible and a ‘gift’ to application developers and the lighting community to
innovate that will be the fuel to accept the change to OpenAIS
It is also interesting to note from the super scenarios as a whole that IT and Security issues also did
not feature strongly. Again, this is believed to be mainly due to an assumption that any architecture
will obviously take care of this somehow. The final Use Cases should ensure that the assumption of
good IT and IoT practice is present.
Regulatory and standardisation issues also did not feature strongly. Again, this is believed to be due
to an assumption that any architecture or product will be able to meet regulations locally to any country
by design. The final Use Cases will assume compliance.
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5.4 Consolidation – “And Then There Were Three”
Following the ratification board meeting on the 29th May 2015 the task was set to homogenise the
fifteen Best Scenarios with everything learned and absorbed in the whole research process so far and
summarise with only a handful of main scenarios.
By observation and analysis (the voting results files allow quick navigation to evidence rows via
hyperlinks) three such ‘main’ scenarios were identified, authored and could be supported by
combinations of the Best fifteen as shown in the ensuing tables.
Note: PoS_JS_4 occurs twice because it contains some reference to Easy Life issues and some to
Increase Building Value issues.
Super Scenario
Index
TH_JS-1
LC_HS-3
PoS_JS-6
PoS_JS-7
PoS_JS-1
PoS_JS-4

“Easy Life” – Total equivalent voting 955
Plug and Play
Installation
Auto discovery
Auto-Commission
BIM post sales enables mixed solution, compliance and efficient project and
service management
Flexible and dynamic grouping of luminaires for multilayer control logic and extra
value/revenue

Table 5-4 Easy Life - Consolidated Super Scenario cross reference

Super Scenario
Index
LC_SV-4
LC_SV-2
TH_JS-2
PoS_JS-9
PoS_JS-4

“Increase Building Value” - Total equivalent voting 793
Make working in the building through enhanced comfort and wellbeing
Increase value of real estate
Total Cost of Ownership ROI supports integrated smart controls
Retrofit or Refurbish
Flexible and dynamic grouping of luminaires for multilayer control logic and extra
value/revenue

Table 5-5 Increase Building Value - Consolidated Super Scenario cross reference

Super Scenario “Building Wide Ecosystem” - Total equivalent voting 741
Index
LC_SV-5
Integration BMS & Efficient Use of square meters in the building
PoS_JS-1
BIM post sales enables mixed solution, compliance and efficient project and
service management
PrS_JP-5
Granularity of Energy Use Metering
TH_JS-3
2020 EU standby power regulations
PrS_TW-5

BMS integration

Table 5-6 Building Wide Ecosystem - Consolidated Super Scenario cross reference

With the benefit of insight and hindsight these three scenarios are justified in top position.
The notion of designing everything for an Easy Life was in fact the top voted thought from the ideation
workshop.
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Increased Building Value is in fact implied throughout the project definition which is to support
European stakeholders in their quest to refurbish and improve current European office building stock.
The greater Building Wide Ecosystem is included in the project definition of course to embrace BMS
and IoT but also seeped through the interview process where it was included in the preparation
themes to help prompt a more forward looking, holistic view of lighting beyond being an isolated
lighting system and beyond 2020.

6 TOP 3 MAIN SCENARIOS
The three final main scenarios: “Easy Life”; “Increased Building Value”; and “Building Wide
Ecosystem”, encapsulate three main principles and motivators for the OpenAIS architecture design.
They are written succinctly to capture and convey the essence of this motivation and do not obviously
follow the grammatical structure of a scenario defined in the first chapter. Moreover, each of these is
underpinned by five or more of the Best 15 voted Super Scenarios. These super scenarios are shown
here in their relevant place. The project data set contains a control file called “Super-Scenarios Voting
7” which uses hyperlinks to quickly drill down through the Super scenarios as well to get to the
evidence that supported them too.

6.1 Easy Life
The major theme to emerge from the ideation workshop “Easy Life” implies that we will take away the
burden across the value chain of using controls and creating complex solutions and integrations. Of
course this might be by core design and having ‘done the hard part’ but equally could be by enabling
the community to compete on an open playing field and to make money by solving problems
themselves using the OpenAIS architecture.
Easy Life should apply across the value chain if we want to encourage early and fast uptake of
OpenAIS as a standard. If it is easy to specify, buy, install and maintain it will be popular and if we
can show also a reduction in configuration problems and time spent in this process there will cost
benefits attractive to the consumer.
Index

Title

Main Stakeholder
Easy Life

OpenAIS-1

Installation
Companies

Additional
Stakeholder 1
Maintenance

Additional
Stakeholder 2
Operator/User
(General FM, M&E
Team)

DESCRIPTION
“The motivation behind everything we do should be based on wanting an "Easy Life". This was the top
thought from the ideation workshop, driven by "Shy Tech" and "Reducing to Zero". The complexity of
technology and tasks should be hidden from the electricians, engineers and users alike. All
stakeholders in the value chain should find it easy and quick to choose, design, install, commission,
add value, use and maintain the OpenAIS architecture and products.”
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Supporting Super Scenarios
Index

Title

Main Stakeholder

Additional
Stakeholder 1

TH_JS-1

Plug and Play

Maintenance

Installation
Companies

Additional
Stakeholder 2

Description
The standards & protocol bodies aim is to be sure that if they specify "OpenAIS" compatible it will mean
any supplied components will seamlessly work together in a plug and play way. Customer wants repairs to
be 'as easy as changing a light bulb' whether they are for luminaires or other system components and even
expects to go direct to purchase spares rather than via an expert ie consumerisation of maintenance. The
example of USB ports is often cited as 'open' and plug and play; even if an unusual device is connected its
driver can be automatically understood and loaded via an internet lookup. There is a further expectation
that the new component should take on the 'personality' of the replaced component and be instantly
operational. Plug and play could also dumb down the installation process enough to allow electrical
contractors to manage to install an intelligent system.

LC_HS-3

Installation

Installation
Companies

System Integrators

Building Owners
(landlord, property
developers)

Description
As an installer I want to be able to do a fast and reliable installation to save money on installation time. To
do that I do not want to rely on one vendor only, but I want to select standardized products with open
interfaces, from different vendors, based on price/performance/availability/technology, to give the
customer the best offer. As an installer I want to have the freedom to install the system and its devices
either as separate network, a mix, or fully integrated with customers building infrastructure, to meet the
possible requirements of the customer. Before visiting the customer I want to make sure I have the latest
version of tools and firmware of the devices to be installed. When I am doing the installation at the
customer’s site I want to have devices and tools, to allow me to install as much as devices possible, to save
installation effort. The installation should not rely on whether there is already an operation IT
infrastructure, and not interfere with existing IT infrastructure during installation. As a installer I want to
add trusted OpenAIS devices in a secure way, either wireless or wired, to the system, and get immediate
response from device or system, so I know that device installation was successful. A final firmware update
may be necessary to set firmware to latest released version. To finalize the installation I want to test the
system to see whether all connections and interfaces are operational, so I know everything is correctly
installed.

PoS_JS-7

Auto-Commission

Commissioning

IoT/IP Providers
(CISCO, HP,
Microsoft, IBM,
Google, Facebook,
Watteco)

IT Network Owners
(IT management,
director, technicians)

Description
A commissioning engineer uses a tool to auto-commission a (complex) lighting installation as efficiently
and accurately as possible. This may include firmware updates and pre-defined operational conditions and
logic. After he is able to produce an instant report of the commissioned state for project sign-off. This
might necessarily integrate with BIM data apps to check specifications are met. It is expected that
commissioning then extends beyond hardwired controls to proving use of connected mobile devices, apps
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and other future human machine interfaces that could control the lights and scenes, most likely requiring
knowledge and help from the IT manager.

PoS_JS-1

BIM post sales enables
mixed solution,
Installation
compliance and
Companies
efficient project and
service management

Maintenance

Operator/User
(General FM, M&E
Team)

Description
An installation company wants to use the pre-sales BIM database to better manage a lighting system install
and to show quickly and easily the progress of the install project. In the end they can easily show with an
auditable report the topology and chosen equipment/luminaires have met the specification. Use of BIM
during and after an install will become the norm. This will enable electrical installers to cope with a greater
diversity of luminaire product SKU's giving designers more confidence to specify a diverse set of solutions
into the same building. Maintenance and service responsibles and multiple generations of facility managers
can track historical issues on the BIM too. (There may need to be some uneditable BIM data permanently
stored in the luminaire and other devices to protect against false compliance).

PoS_JS-4

Flexible and dynamic
grouping of luminaires
for multilayer control
logic and extra
value/revenue

Commissioning

System Integrators

Application Writers
specifiers

Description

A commissioning engineer wants to quickly gather luminaires and other sensors into groups so that the
control logic mapping switches, occupancy, demand reduction, smartphone trigger etc for that group of
luminaries is easy to manage. A system integrator points out that in time the groupings may change if the
physical area changes use or design. An app developer meanwhile requires some luminaires to belong to several different groupings
for different value added purposes such as way finding, mood controls, scene control for different work tasks or cleaning need indication and says
he can also sell use of the luminaires nearest the outside windows to convey branding, advertising and light shows out of office hours with a
possibility for extra revenue for the owner.

PoS_JS-6

Auto discovery

Installation
Companies

Commissioning

System Integrators

Description
An installation company wants to auto-discover the components and luminaires of a lighting system as
they are installed and powered. There may not be a network yet as the lights are normally put in before to
enable builders to see and because the IT infrastructure is often last. It is important to map the objects to
their physical and topological position. Online reference to the Cloud or a BIM definition could be of
assistance. Once online the operational services available for the object should also be discoverable for use
by the lighting configurator and the system integrators working on the other building management
systems.
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6.2 Increase Building Value
Increased Building Value is in fact implied throughout the project proposal which is to support
European stakeholders in their quest to retrofit and refurbish and improve current European office
building stock. We have also been shown in the ideation workshop how the ways of working and
travelling and using digital tools could radically change the size, distribution and type of office space.
There could also be a trend to not own a space or to lease one long term. There are some patterns
of new build occurring as larger companies move operations to Eastern Europe in search of lower
build costs and a competitive labour market. If anything, this will put more pressure on building owners
and re-developers to innovate the buildings and space they already have in their portfolio. The
benefits of choosing OpenAIS lighting should contribute towards their desire to keep running costs to
a minimum and top-line income to a maximum.

Index

OpenAIS-2

Title
Increase
Value

Main
Stakeholder type
Building Building Owners
(landlord, property
developers)

Additionnal
Stakeholder 1
Consultants
Specifiers

Additionnal
Stakeholder 2
&

Operator/User
(General FM, M&E
Team)

DESCRIPTION
“In the changing world of office space and provision owners will need to compete more than before
to make their properties more attractive for businesses to lease or rent. Whilst TCO is measured in
the usual way with LEED/BREEAM, Energy, and Capex/Opex spend the ROI view also looks at
human centric comfort, wellbeing and productivity as key factors to attract a workforce or company.
Other value added uses of lighting and integrated data controls will enhance attractiveness, help the
building be flexible to a diverse future of demands and people. The owner will balance the cost of
building and operation with the desire to command a premium revenue stream.”

Supporting Super Scenarios
Index

Title

Main Stakeholder

LC_SV-4

Make working in the
building
through
Building Occupier
enhanced comfort and
wellbeing

Additional
Stakeholder 1

Additional
Stakeholder 2

Application Writers Controls
specifiers
Manufacturers

Description
As an office worker, am most productive and efficient if the atmosphere is exactly right. This can be
achieved if the temperature and light level are exactly right everywhere. For example, if the light
level and color temperature would follow the weather outside and the time of the day, it would give
me a natural feeling and I would become more productive
As an HR manager, I see the salary cost increasing, since the talented people that we need are
becoming more and more scarce. I wish the building could be so pleasant to work in, that that also
contributes to keeping talents in. Would save a lot of money!
As an office worker I would like to have a simple app on my smart phone to set the colors in meeting
rooms. I would like to experiment with different settings and see if we could make the meeting more
efficient
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As an app developer I want to specialize in creating apps to create a good work environment in
offices. I wish I could access the lighting, occupancy sensors, temperature sensors, heating,
cooling, blinds and the like through clearly defined APIs that are the same for all buildings
As an office worker of over 50 years old, I fully understand that my employer wants to save energy
by dimming the light. For computer work and for all other activities of young colleagues, 500 lux is
really too much. But I have to read something, I need more light. I want a simple way to temporarily
increase the light level
As a worker in a workplace I do not want to get annoyed by non-performing lighting or lighting that
is outside my comfort zone, which may be caused by others lighting preferences.
As a worker I want to feel safe at my working place, by having safety sensors and alarms in close
proximity of my workplace
I want to get the feeling that lighting has a positive effect on my performance, so I can appreciate it
better, and will use it capabilities

LC_SV-2

Building Owners
(landlord, property
developers)

Increase value of
real estate

Description
For me as a real estate developer, it's not worth buying a state of the art lighting controls system.
The ROI is too low and the payback time is too long. However, if the lighting controls system
could help make the activities of the people in the building 1% more efficient, I would have an
excellent ROI! Further into the future I need to ensure that my buildings and office spaces are
attractive and competitive in the renting/leasing space. The market for temporary, collaborative
spaces and short term leases will have increased with worker mobility and the changing way of
working. If the competition has intelligent lighting they may have a better occupancy/tenancy
ratio and less unproductive non-rent days. They might even be able to charge a premium to
enable the smarter features of their spaces.

TH_JS-2

Total Cost of
Ownership ROI
supports integrated
smart controls

Consultants &
Specifiers

Proposal/tender
response offer
writers (JCI,
Imtech, Philips)

Maintenance

Description
A consultant wants help to re-focus the Return on Investment attitude of the market e.g. M&E
contractors, away from lowest CAPEX/least intelligence/LED is energy saving solutions to
intelligent systems that actually have a much lower OPEX and hence significantly lower total
cost of ownership over time. Whilst energy saving luminaires contribute significantly to this Opex
saving and contractors assume that is good enough, the building developers and consultants
often promise LEED and BREEAM performance figures that can be difficult to meet when the
building is operational and they need intelligent lighting controls to help squeeze out more
savings. Commissioning and maintenance costs can also be high if the architecture and system
are not designed to reduce these costs in terms of engineering time and component
replacement. An architecture that was able to clearly demonstrate lower total cost of ownership
not just in energy saving, balanced with added value features and benefits would have a greater
chance to be promoted by specifiers.
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PoS_JS-9

Retrofit or Refurb

Consultants &
Specifiers

System
Integrators

Controls
Manufacturers

Description
A Consultant is specifying a refurbishment or retrofit job and wants to make sure that he gets the
best new system (OpenAIS compatible) benefits but wants to ensure the incumbent building
systems and remaining lighting are integrated too. The System Integrator wants to provide a
building wide ecosystem integration and looks to the controls manufacturers to have made
protocol converters to link OpenAIS to other, older protocols like LONWORKS®, BACnet®.
Even further into the future he wants to be retrofitting parts of DALI® and KNX® systems. In
2020/2030 will retrofit apply equally to current DALI®/KNX® installs as it does to more obviously
obsolete installs that have little or no controls yet.

PoS_JS-4

Flexible and dynamic
grouping of
luminaires for
Commissioning
multilayer control
logic and extra
value/revenue

System
Integrators

Application Writers
specifiers

Description
A commissioning engineer wants to quickly gather luminaires and other sensors into groups so that the control logic mapping
switches, occupancy, demand reduction, smartphone trigger etc for that group of luminaries is easy to manage. A system integrator
points out that in time the groupings may change if the physical area changes use or design.

An app developer
meanwhile requires some luminaires to belong to several different groupings for different value
added purposes such as way finding, mood controls, scene control for different work tasks,
cleaning rota indication and says he can also sell use of the luminaires nearest the outside
windows to convey branding, advertising and light shows out of office hours with a possibility for
extra revenue for the owner.
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6.3 Building Wide Ecosystem
The greater Building Wide Ecosystem is included in the project proposal principally to embrace BMS
and IoT but also seeped through the interview process where it was included in the interview
preparation themes to help prompt a more forward looking, holistic view of lighting beyond being an
isolated system and beyond 2020. Interoperability and integration should always have an added value
of course and the discussions showed there are many other parts of the ecosystem lighting could
share data and actions with. For example Smart Grid, BIM, Work orders /FM software, IT and Wifi
Security, Cloud, Energy and the burgeoning smarter world of “Big Data” analytics.
Index

Title

Main
Stakeholder

Additional
Stakeholder 1

OpenAIS-3

Building Wide
Ecosystem

Installation
Companies

Maintenance

Additional
Stakeholder 2
Operator/User
(General FM, M&E
Team)

DESCRIPTION
“In the future, systems in a building will be expected to share sensors and, where appropriate,
interoperate to the benefit of the building and a range of stakeholders. The building wide ecosystem
will comply to regulations of course for energy, LEED/BREEAM, and safety. Lighting and other
components will share data with BIM and other systems. OpenAIS will be suited to different network
and IoT convergence regimes and be clear which parts are suitable for electrical or controls or IT
engineers to work with.”

Supporting Super Scenarios
Index

Title

Main
Additional
Stakeholder type Stakeholder 1

Additional
Stakeholder 2

LC_SV-5

Integration BMS &
Efficient Use of
square meters in the
building

Operator/User
(General FM,
M&E Team)

Energy Performance
Contract/Management
(GWS, Cofely)

Application
Writers specifiers

Description
For me as an real estate developer, it's not worth buying a state of the art lighting controls system.
The ROI is too low and the payback time is too long. However, if the lighting controls system could
help to accommodate the activities that now need 12,000 m2 of floorspace into 10,000 m2, the
ROI would be excellent! Lights are everywhere in the building, if the occupancy sensors could
provide detailed information about the use of the building, I could use the square meters more
efficiently.
As a building manager, I want to have detailed energy reports per room / floor / area, so that I can
bill separately to different departments / tenants. The people in our office do want to change their
behaviour in order to save energy / reduce carbon footprint, however, only if they get direct
feedback of their behaviour. If it is the end result of what 1000 people do, they are not motivated.
The effect should be reported per group of people that form a day-to-day community.
As a lighting company, an IoT system that needs a complete separate network for the lighting,
would make the whole system expensive. I want to be able to share the network with other
domains and still convincingly explain to my customers that lighting control is secure.
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PoS_JS-1

BIM post sales enables
mixed solution,
compliance and efficient
project and service
management

Installation
Companies

Maintenance

Operator/User
(General FM,
M&E Team)

Description
An installation company wants to use the pre-sales BIM database to better manage a lighting
system install and to show quickly and easily the progress of the install project. In the end they can
easily show with an auditable report the topology and chosen equipment/luminaires have met the
specification. Use of BIM during and after an install will become the norm. This will enable electrical
installers to cope with a greater diversity of luminaire product SKU's giving designers more
confidence to specify a diverse set of solutions into the same building. Maintenance and service
responsibles and multiple generations of facility managers can track historical issues on the BIM
too (there may need to be some uneditable BIM data permanently stored in the luminaire and other
devices to protect against false compliance).

PrS_JP-5

Granularity of Energy
Use Metering

Building Owners
Energy Performance
(landlord,
Contract/Management
property
(GWS, Cofely)
developers)

Description
A Energy manager would like to fully realise the benefits of lighting management and the energy
savings potentially available. For this to be successful very accurate and highly granular, possibly
down to the lamp level, energy metering is required. Energy measurement and metering should be
certified to the level required for billing.

TH_JS-3

Regulations (IEEE,
2020 EU standby power CE, safety,
regs
HR/WGS view of
comfort)

IoT/IP Providers
(CISCO, HP,
Microsoft, IBM,
Google,
Facebook,
Watteco)

Lighting
Manufacturers

Description
The EU regulatory body will introduce very strict regulations for 2020+ on allowed standby power
for luminaires and IoT devices in general to ensure EU carbon reduction goals are continuously
met. IoT providers need to be clear whether the IP infrastructure counts in this calculation. Lighting
manufacturers will need to be clear about the dormant or zombie state of their equipment and
infrastructure. Today's DALI architecture is based on dormant power to provide signalling and
lighting controls engineers are in the habit of driving CFL's AND LEDs at 5% power for speed and
consistency of ON/DIM up controls believing this also improves lifetime; this may no longer be
feasible. Successful architectures will operate within the EU limits by design AND will be able to
prove compliance when installed.
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PrS_TW-5

BMS integration

All Stakeholders

Description
Data from the OpenAIS lighting system should be shared with all other systems in the building.
Integration of OpenAIS in the BMS to go beyond smart buildings and provide intelligent, context
aware, buildings.
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7 USE CASES
7.1 Use Case Template
This template was issued to the relevant interviewers or targeted appropriate volunteer to fill out for
various use cases that support the main three scenarios identified in the previous chapter process.
To further assist each main scenario was scanned for important topics and the Board/Use Case team
agreed on these and who best should compile the use cases to support those topics. This chapter
describes the choice of main scenarios and their topics in detail. The Use Cases derived themselves
are detailed in APPENDIX A – USE CASES IN DETAIL.
Use Case ID

EL-Tx-LTD-y
IBV-Tx-LTD-y
BWE-Tx-LTD-y

Title

Topic:Use Case title

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Usually one actor per use case

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions
Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

What needs to be existing or in place
Short list of assumptions
What is finishing state after the Use Case
Any new outputs expected
The actor/stakeholder makes a series (most likely chronological) of significant
STEPS that might wrap at the end of the line
2) The STEP numbering helps reference alternatives and exceptions
3) No reason, explanation or motivation of actions is required, that is covered or
implied by the Scenario, Topic and Use Case Title
4) R
•
•
•
•
1)

20) R
Alternative Flow

For circumstance “different to main” an alternative at Step 13 would be
13) Series deviates based on alternative circumstances around STEP 13 of the
Main Flow
14) R..
15) And maybe repeats or slots back into step 16

Exception Flow

•

If Step 4 fail then light goes RED
o If status still bad then alarm
o Add to failure trend report

Table 7-1 Use Case Template

In Table 7-1 Use Case Template each use case ID maps the use case back to its Scenario, Topic
and Author
Scenario: EL (Easy Life); IBV (Increase Building Value); BWE (Building Wide Ecosystem)
Topic number: Sequential in this Chapter
Author: “LTD” use consortium company three letter tag eg JHC
Title is the “Topic name: Use case name”
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7.2 Easy Life (EL)
“The motivation behind everything we do should be based on wanting an "Easy Life". This was the
top thought from the ideation workshop, driven by "Shy Tech" and "Reducing to Zero". The complexity
of technology and tasks should be hidden from the electricians, engineers and users alike. All
stakeholders in the value chain should find it easy and quick to choose, design, install, commission,
add value, use and maintain the OpenAIS architecture and products.”
The main topics to be covered by Use Cases are Specify, BIM, Install, Commission, Maintain and
Discover.
Add value is implied in the tools mentioned in these use cases and tools/app developers are covered
by a stronger topic under Increase Building Value.
The following sections explain the reasoning behind these Topic titles.

7.2.1 Specify
If use of an open architecture with the features and benefits offered by OpenAIS is not appealing
enough for specifiers to point their tender writing in this direction then it will be nigh on impossible to
get traction and sales in the market.
It must be as easy as possible for the architects, consultants and specifiers at the start of the value
chain to insert OpenAIS into the specification or at least into the running list in some form. Successful
products placement usually involves creating A&E (architect and engineer) tools and documentation
to make this easy and accurate for them.

7.2.2 BIM
Building Information Management systems are increasingly becoming a standard tool with the
consultant and contractor. Currently it is used for the construction process and products but work is
underway for installed components and devices to be included in the BIM process.
The theory of BIM suggests that such a database prevents every stage of the design, build, maintain
process involving all bidders making their own interpretation and drawings and diluting the vision.
Typically, devices are registered in a common template for that type of device and product
manufacturers would register the shape, size, weight and other performance details accordingly.
There is a burgeoning effort to do more with this data. Prototype tools have shown that this BIM data
can be used across the whole building lifecycle for project management and service management.
These tools could make it very easy to track installation progress, show installation compliance and
fitness for purpose and later track health for servicing purposes.
Currently tablets and phones are not powerful enough to manage BIM graphically whilst mobile but
this is expected to change and also developers are looking at breaking down the mobile tasks into
something that is supported for example a location referencing tool.
Stories of installers randomly cabling buildings “to plan” should also be resolved as BIM can prespecify cable runs and containment to greatly reduce human errors.
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7.2.3 Install
Installation of lighting has traditionally been made by electricians. If there is a control system a second
and sometimes third type of lighting or controls engineer has to be involved. Lighting sits in the
electrical side of contracting and controls sits in the mechanical. IT network serves both and generally
exposes similar problems to lighting controls and is more difficult to understand.
OpenAIS needs to de-skill as much of the install, configure, commission process as possible. Ideally
the more the electrician can safely do the better as there is more of a shortage of specialist controls
engineers and lighting is seen as too simple for them to spend time on. IT work of course covers all
three stages and being able to hide or minimize the implication of network AND security setup is tough
task for the engineers but could be crucial to the acceptance of OpenAIS as a technology.
The installation is now it seems multi-disciplinary and needs careful thought. In fact as the Use Cases
are being written it is not yet crystal clear where the distinct roles and responsibilities lie between
cabling, power, lights, install, configure and commission will finally lay.

7.2.4 Commission
As with “Install” above there is major challenge to establish roles and responsibilities in configuring
and commissioning. This is already more complex with networks and wireless networks becoming
involved and smart phone controls expected. Moreover, adding several hundred lighting points to a
building management system so the building manager has one system view adds a lot of configuration
points (cost usually based on the number of points or object connected) and hence a lot of time. This
discourages full integration and hence could prevent the full energy, efficiency and human centric
features being made available to people.
There is only one, complex commissioning Use Case in this report but we sense that more will emerge
in report D1.2 as the roles and responsibilities become clearer

7.2.5 Maintain
As consultants become more conscious or the total cost of ownership of all systems in a building it is
imperative that OpenAIS establishes a reputation of being great value to maintain and keep in the
building potentially for 15-30 years. The cost and difficulty of maintenance will both effect this
reputation. Potentially by 2020 it should be possible to eliminate expertise and special site visits from
this task and allow users to maintain a controlled system themselves as they would for a simply wired
light bulb and switch style of system.

7.2.6 Discover
Whether it is during installation, during complex commissioning, adding an App or many years later
when the system needs re-installing in some way, the devices, objects and virtual objects (eg Groups
of luminaires) must be discoverable by external software. Moreover, the controls allowed for those
objects must be discoverable too. Care must be taken to ensure this discovery obeys security rules.
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7.3 Increase Building Value (IBV)
“In the changing world of office space and provision owners will need to compete more than before
to make their properties more attractive for businesses to lease or rent. Whilst TCO is measured in
the usual way with LEED/BREEAM, Energy, and Capex/Opex spend the ROI view also looks at
human centric comfort, wellbeing and productivity as key factors to attract a workforce or company.
Other value added uses of lighting and integrated data controls will enhance attractiveness, help the
building be flexible to a diverse future of demands and people. The owner will balance the cost of
building and operation with the desire to command a premium revenue stream.”
The main topics to be covered by Use Cases are Human Centric Lighting, Space and Apps.
LED lighting is a small part of a buildings energy and is an assumed benefit, therefore it is not adding
great value and is covered in the Building Wide Ecosystem topics instead.
The following sections explain the reasoning behind these Topic titles.

7.3.1 HCL (Human Centric Lighting)
Today’s market is using the energy saving argument to convince building owners to change their
lighting to LED. This argument alone will not be a differentiator going forward as manufacturers are
pushing the energy per lumen ratio as low as they can already. The energy versus cost argument is
also preventing true controls being added to lighting as the extra cost above self contained occupancy
or daylight sensing is something that can be easily disregarded. A common view of the market is that
less than 10% of projects use controls like DALI and KNX and maybe only 1% do anything of extra
value such as providing circadian rhythm compensation.
Human centric lighting requires better luminaires and of course some controls do colour and
brightness tuning across groups and some integration to other systems. If the architecture is good
then provision just becomes about software and configuration. If a large part of the non-controlled
market can be convinced to do something more valuable the spread cost of this software makes it
cheaper.
Drivers such as staff retention, rental rates and an increasing expectation in the population that wellbeing is important and something employers are responsible to take of point towards the market for
HCL increasing. The opportunity is for the OpenAIS design to be the best and most cost effective way
of bringing this wellbeing to as many projects and people as possible.

7.3.2 Space
The way people in offices work will change dramatically over the next few years. Spaces will need to
be more versatile, more in tune with digital devices and support collaborative and contemplative
workspaces.
People will met in temporary or disparate smaller offices their company perhaps does not own but
wants to make those spaces fit the needs of the users and appear to be corporate.
As space gets redesigned the “same lights, every ceiling, whole building” broad brushstroke designs
will change. The opportunity is for OpenAIS to support diversity and versatility, to allow general and
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personal task lighting and to use controls to add value to the space in many other ways that we have
not yet thought about but that the architecture will let an application developer create.

7.3.3 Apps
Apps or applications are key to establishing OpenAIS as a platform of choice in the market. The
versatility and innovation that be generated by third parties inside and outside the lighting industry far
outweighs the small list of Use Cases in this document.
These may be engineer’s tools or user tools. Whatever somebody thinks solves a problem that has
some value to somebody. Consider that smart phones themselves are just an architecture, a platform
that allows the users to buy apps that solve problems for them in a simple, intuitive way.
Our project scope suggests we create two apps to prove that it can be done. Examples are an app
for commissioning and one for handheld, probably smart phone controls.

7.4 Building Wide Ecosystem (BWE)
“In the future, systems in a building will be expected to share sensors and, where appropriate,
interoperate to the benefit of the building and a range of stakeholders. The building wide ecosystem
will comply with regulations of course for energy, LEED/BREEAM, and safety. Lighting and other
components will share data with BIM and other systems. OpenAIS will be suited to different network
and IoT convergence regimes and be clear which parts are suitable for electrical or controls or IT
engineers to work with”
The main topics to be covered by Use Cases are BIM, Lighting, BMS, Energy, Interoperability, IT &
Security and Analysis.
Energy is here as lighting will only be a small part of the energy use story compared to say heating
and cooling.
Lighting is here in its current form where controls are used to apply basic energy saving functions
such as scheduling, occupancy triggers and daylight compensation.
The following sections explain the reasoning behind these Topic titles.

7.4.1 BIM
Building Information Management systems are increasingly becoming a standard tool with the
consultant and contractor. Currently it is used for the construction process and products but work is
underway for installed components and devices to be included in the BIM process.
The theory of BIM suggests that such a database prevents every stage of the design, build and
maintain process involving all bidders making their own interpretation and drawings and diluting the
vision.
BIM based tools to track the install and serviceability of CCTV cameras have been in use on major
projects since 2012. This is made easier of course because it is an IT/IP network based system using
structured, wired or wireless topology. OpenAIS will be IPv6 based so has the potential to simply
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present itself to the BIM database and any tools that combine BIM with operational data to help the
building manager throughout the life cycle of the building manage the internal control systems.

7.4.2 Lighting
Lighting controls are clearly a topic of interest in a lighting architecture project. In terms of the building
wide ecosystem this section will be used to consider todays state of the art controls used for essential
operation and energy savings without the full complexity of human centric lighting (covered in Increase
Building Value) or detailed energy analysis (covered later in this section). Lights have typical ways to
be controlled by a wall mounted device or scene control unit and even smart phone controls already
exist. There are other demands such as time scheduling, occupancy and daylight sensing that are
generally available in controlled and standalone installation.

7.4.3 BMS
The building management system is also under the auspices of the facility or building manager and
increasingly that sophistication of sensing and control is crossing over with or working in an integrated
way with the lighting controls.
The aims of both systems of course are safety and comfort and to provide a great space to be
productive in, whatever the task. In today’s market it is quite a painful exercise to link together the
BMS with room automation features like blinds and window positions sensors and to merge this with
the lighting. It often involves BACnet, KNX, DALI and Enocean system platforms linked to each other.
This topic also covers the notion that sensors such as motion, LUX, temperature could be shared by
these systems rather than installing two lots of the same things.

7.4.4 Energy
Energy management, although no longer a big differentiator for luminaire design is still a point of value
for controls designers. Building developers and owners will continue through 2020 and beyond pursuit
of the zero carbon building. City councils in Europe already have big targets of reduction from 2011
to 2020 and every little help a controls idea can implement will be needed.

7.4.5 Interoperability
Perhaps this topic could have been called ‘openness’. To gain respect and acceptance OpenAIS
components and devices should work with each other despite the source of design or manufacturer.
The same has not been completely true or trustworthy for other ‘standards’ such as LONWORKS,
BACnet, DALI etc as producers were keen to differentiate themselves and make their own slightly ‘off
piste’ solutions.

7.4.6 IT & Security
OpenAIS will be IPv6 both wired and wireless. Moving a whole industry used to dumb cables and
switches (e.g. the analogue CCTV industry) over to IP takes a long time and requires a lot of retraining of technicians who may not understand it. This coupled with the increasing need to resolve
security issues as the IoT becomes ubiquitous make this part of the ecosystem extremely important.
To be honest the Use Cases here may only scratch the surface of what the engineers know they need
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to resolve. The OpenAIS board have looked at this gap and invited a specialist company (IBM) to the
advisory board to assist with the future, ever-evolving world of IT issues and IoT security.

7.4.7 Analysis
A common theme in all IoT discussions is the great things we can do with the data collected. There
is concern with infrastructure engineers that the bandwidth demand to get all this data up to a big
cloud storage and compute centre may be too high. Then there is the compute time on big data
analytics. Are we expecting a dashboard next day or some instantaneous control outcome that effects
our local operations or key performance indicators. There is a balance to be struck between the local
easy to handle logic, trends and analytics that should be done locally to get the speed and full benefit
versus the bigger picture that can include data from all the other building systems.
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8 CONCLUSIONS
Johnson Controls’ role in the OpenAIS project is to represent the ‘user’. This first task in Work
Package 1 has three aims. First to identify the ‘user’ and second to discover the main scenarios, the
cornerstone motivations that capture all the ‘user’ desires. In other words the Why they would need
or want our solution. The third aim is to derive high level use cases, How the ‘user’ and the solution
might interact to fulfill the ‘user’ needs. The final part of the puzzle, the What we need to specify for
the engineers to build, is work for Task 1.2 (User Requirements) and 1.4 (Solution Specification) and
will cross-reference back into the main scenarios and use cases identified in this Task 1.1 report
“Scenarios and Use Cases”.
The word ‘user’ often means someone using a computer or using a light scene control switch. So it is
not a useful term. To cover the whole value chain of people involved in and around the lighting industry
instead of ‘user’ we have used the more encompassing term stakeholder.
Four categories of stakeholder were identified: Technical & Hardware; Pre-Sales; Post-Sales; and
Lighting/Commercial Community. The categories were further divided into stakeholder types.
Technical & Hardware types were: IoT/IP providers; Silicon & Security providers (e.g. NXP, ARM);
Standards & protocol bodies (e.g. BACnet, DALI, KNX); Regulations (e,g IEEE, CE).
Pre-sales had the most types. These types are the main gatekeepers for OpenaIS to be specified
and chosen and readily available in the supply chain: Building Owners (e.g landlords and developers);
Architects; Consultants & Specifiers; Proposal/tender response writers; Estimator/Quantity Surveyor;
Lighting wholesalers & distributors; IT network owners; Energy Performance contract/management;
Building occupier/Vertical markets (e.g banks, healthcare, retail).
Post-Sales were the people involved putting a system in and using and maintaining it: Installation
Companies; Commissioning; Maintenance (e.g M&E team); Operator/User (e.g office worker, facilities
manager, visitor, cleaner).
The Lighting/Commercial Community are those people that will endeavour to make money by
creating hardware and software products to sell into the lighting space: Application writers; Controls
Manufacturers, Sensor sources; Lighting Manufacturers.
The pathway to identifying a few main scenarios involved first collecting a large, diverse set of
scenarios and statements of interest. Three sources of information and inspiration were used:- input
from the experience within the consortium group; qualitative interviews with many typical stakeholder;
a socio-technical workshop that roadmapped the future of work-life and office use. After this a process
of distilling and enriching the data set got us to our goal.
First the consortium were asked to contribute their views of the lighting landscape. This was a good
source which, if a little technical engineering biassed, also provided a baseline and sanity check for
the interviewing team.
Secondly came the major task of finding, persuading and interviewing many other stakeholders. Using
only known contacts and introduction through consortium members a number of 60-90 minute
interviews with typical and carefully targeted stakeholders from across the region were made. Some
seven hundred scenarios, views and statements were collected and processed into six-hundred and
twenty-four well filtered, sorted, themed and tagged raw scenarios that could be further analysed.
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Thirdly the research effort was supplemented by immersing some of the consortium members and
some invited industry guests to an expert led socio-technical ideation workshop. The workshop was
used to educate the group on the latest research into social and technical trends that will combine to
effect working life and office space through 2020 and out as far as 2040. The aim was to focus the
group on the future, to counterbalance the potential lack or far sightedness in the interview data set
in case we were interviewing people who were not educated about the far future or are themselves
only looking a year ahead in their regular work. The exposure to this ideation was meant also to colour
the engineers thinking and our scenario and use case specification with real life, human needs and a
view beyond the obvious. To establish a guiding thought the first sessions were used to review and
revise the project vision statement.
Nigh on seven hundred raw scenarios were gleaned from members and interviews. A mammoth task
to tag, index and filter these in terms of themes, farsightedness and main stakeholders effected was
undertaken by a small pre/post analysis team and supplemented by an “all hands on deck” marking
up exercise at the scenarios workshop to check on quality, fill gaps and highlight interesting topics.
Once the raw scenario data set spreadsheet was mechanically prepared it was easy to sort, filter and
move around quickly in the data to begin exploring what bigger themes could emerge. These were
dubbed Super Scenarios. The authors extrapolated and wrote neat versions of forty-eight of these
Super Scenarios and backed each one with indexed raw scenarios from the main data set. To further
validate and reduce these in a more formal way a voting mechanism of five key criteria was devised.
The criteria were aimed at weighing and balancing the concepts within the super scenarios to gauge
their relevance and importance.
The super scenario voting criteria were: Enable the Future; Integrate the Systems; Quality of
Scenario; Reduce the Carbon Footprint; Stakeholder Value.
Following the voting there was a board level selection and ratification process to validate that the
voting was meaningful. From this process the top scoring super scenarios supporting each criteria
were selected. In fact there were three distinctly important scenarios in each criteria. Thus the data
set was reduced to a list of fifteen of the best scenarios.
Still the fifteen best scenarios contained common threads and themes and could be further distilled.
Using all the insights from the data set and input from the ideation it was possible to condense these
fifteen into three top main scenarios that capture the essence of what OpenAIS should be about from
a stakeholder point of view. A short paragraph to capture the motivation behind each main scenario
ideas was made and documented with the five best scenarios that supported these key notions.
The main scenarios were dubbed “Easy Life”, “Increased Building Value” and Building Wide
Ecosystem”.
Easy Life was the strongest product idea to emerge from the ideation workshop.
“The motivation behind everything we do should be based on wanting an "Easy Life". This was the
top thought from the ideation workshop, driven by "Shy Tech" and "Reducing to Zero". The complexity
of technology and tasks should be hidden from the electricians, engineers and users alike. All
stakeholders in the value chain should find it easy and quick to choose, design, install, commission,
add value, use and maintain the OpenAIS architecture and products.”
We should aim to take away the burden the value chain currently perceives with using controls and
creating complex solutions and integrations. We should simplify and shorten processes to a minimum.
Increased Building Value is validated by the thread of commerce in the project proposal to enable
rejuvenation of the world of office space by engaging the value chain in a new standard for open
intelligent lighting.
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“In the changing world of office space and provision owners will need to compete more than before
to make their properties more attractive for businesses to lease or rent. Whilst TCO is measured in
the usual way with LEED/BREEAM, Energy, and Capex/Opex spend the ROI view also looks at
human centric comfort, wellbeing and productivity as key factors to attract a workforce or company.
Other value added uses of lighting and integrated data controls will enhance attractiveness, help the
building be flexible to a diverse future of demands and people. The owner will balance the cost of
building and operation with the desire to command a premium revenue stream.”
Interestingly increasing building value is also a key benefit of the LEED philosophy.
Building Wide Ecosystem was an important forward looking questioning theme through the interview
process and integration with for example building management systems and sensors also part of the
proposal.
“In the future, systems in a building will be expected to share sensors and, where appropriate, interoperate
to the benefit of the building and a range of stakeholders. The building wide ecosystem will comply to
regulations of course for energy, LEED/BREEAM, and safety. Lighting and other components will share
data with BIM and other systems. OpenAIS will be suited to different network and IoT convergence regimes
and be clear which parts are suitable for electrical or controls or IT engineers to work with.”
The concept of ‘single pane of glass’ building management systems is growing in popularity. There
are cost savings to be made with system convergence over IP and benefits including and beyond cost
to be made when system integrate and work together.
The three main scenarios are also enshrined by the new project vision statement that came from the
ideation workshop and was later ratified by the board. This is no longer a technical statement but
contains the motivation and value proposition that will position OpenAIS with the best chance of rapid
acceptance and standardisation.

“Create an open ecosystem to enable a wider community to deliver the smartness
of light. Allow easy adaptability to cater for the diversity of people and demands”
Interestingly energy efficiency in intelligent LED systems did not permeate through the data selection
voting. It will be an assumed feature of lighting and not a market differentiator. Human centric lighting
however, can be a driver. It needs to be cost effective to implement or there needs to be a shift
towards having this technology as a commodity and wellbeing as an entitlement in the European
workplace. Currently HCL is something only included in expensive or specialist projects. A suggested
action from the ideation is to develop an application on a smart phone or tablet that helps people
grade their workplace lighting experience and hence educate them on what better conditions they
could be demanding.
One criticism of the research set maybe that IT and IoT are underrepresented, they have not been
covered enough or risen to the surface of these scenarios. Partly, IP is assumed in the proposal and
most people take IT and Security as solved by someone else. Partly it is a difficult and technical world
to interview anyone about qualitatively on a peer to peer level. To take responsibility for this the
consortium have therefore engaged with suitable companies on the advisory board and will keep
abreast of this fast evolving, burgeoning field.
Having established a vison and then three main scenarios that frame the motivations for the design
work a process was needed to derive Use Cases from these. By inspection, and having absorbed a
lot of research information, several important topics under each main scenario were identified and
ratified by the board. These were critical topics that should be further expanded and explained by Use
Cases. The Use Cases are written to encapsulate a situation that a stakeholder finds themselves in.
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Each has pre-conditions and outcomes with a flow of actions. They are not meant to be detailed
solutions. The Use Cases will be fed through the User Requirements of Task 1.2, through to the
Solution Specification of Task 1.4 and ultimately solving the ones considered to be in scope becomes
the challenge for the architecture and engineering teams.
The Easy Life use case topics titles are: SPECIFY; BIM; INSTALL; COMMISSION; MAINTAIN;
DISCOVER.
The Increase Building Value use case topics are: HCL (Human Centric Lighting); SPACE;
APPLICATIONS
The Building Wide Ecosystem use case topics are: BIM; LIGHTING; BMS;
ENERGY;INTEROPERABILITY; IT&SECURITY; ANALYSIS
From these fifteen topics were spawned thirty-six high level, yet comprehensive Use Cases that are
detailed in APPENDIX A – USE CASES IN DETAIL
Overall the method served us well. A diverse cross-section of stakeholders and regions produced a
rich data set. As this data was crunched and inspected for themes it showed that energy was not as
important a driver for business as would be human centric lighting or a design and set of tools that
minimized the complexity and effort needed to deliver that complexity. IT and IoT security were not
prominent topics but clearly we need to make this work easily and seamlessly for engineers and other
users.
There is a potential problem area in the building delivery process whereby lighting is usually installed
by an electrician and is low complexity. Controls are installed as part of the mechanical side where
engineers are better qualified but rarer and more expensive. If we cannot see that working structure
and the supply of more highly trained electricians or more engineers happening in Europe then
bringing IT/IP and controls into the electrician’s world had better be made as intuitive and easy as
possible.
All the interviews, discussions and exposure to this year’s lighting exhibitions and seminars shows
that there is passionate demand in the value chain for an OpenAIS style solution to embrace IP, IoT
and building systems integration and to allow innovators to find new ways to bring as yet unknown
applications and benefits to the market.
The three pronged approach to gathering insight and scenarios more than met our expectations but
was still light on far future visionary ideas until we attended the socio-technical workshop (detailed in
report D1.3 published July 1st 2015). This more than made up for a lack of farsightedness and its
influence can be seen in the way the attendees have created Use Cases that go beyond the ordinary.
What is clear from the ideation also is that the consortium are potentially part of a movement to create
and evangelise on a new generation of open lighting solutions that will truly feed an open, business
marketplace with Europe’s lighting industry, building value chain and application entrepeneurs as its
main beneficiaries.
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9 SUMMARY
Johnson Controls’ role in the OpenAIS project is to represent the ‘user’. The word ‘user’ was quickly
replaced by the more encompassing term ‘stakeholder’. Four categories of stakeholder were
identified: Technical & Hardware; Pre-Sales; Post-Sales; and Lighting/Commercial Community.
The aim of task 1.1 was to research and understand the motivations driving these people so we can
ensure that OpenAIS has the best chance to be received well by the industry stakeholders so it gains
traction and has a high chance of standardization.
These motivations would be the so-called “main scenarios” and from them we would derive “Use
Cases” that describe how the stakeholders would interact with the technology.
The method of research combined experienced input from consortium members, extensive
interviewing across the value chain and across the continent and an expert led ideation considering
lighting in the context of future social trends, technology and the changing workplace.
First a large data set of “raw scenarios” was collected. Input was taken directly from consortium
expertise and secondly from a grand process of finding (through personal, existing contacts) and
interviewing a diverse set of targeted, known stakeholders. A big task to tag, index and filter these
seven hundred items in terms of themes, farsightedness and main stakeholders effected was
undertaken by a small analysis team and supplemented by an “all hands on deck” reviewing exercise
at the scenarios workshop. We were left with a well organized data set of six-hundred and twenty-five
raw scenarios that could easily be filtered and sorted in several ways to help further analysis.
The raw scenario data whilst rich in content had a lack of far future vision. At this time the research
effort was supplemented by immersing some of the consortium members and some invited industry
guests to an expert led socio-technical ideation workshop. This is fully described in project deliverable
D1.3. The workshop helped educate the group on the latest research into social and technical trends
that will combine to effect working life and office space through 2020 and out as far as 2040. This
knowledge was used to reflect upon a new vision statement for the project and to brainstorm in a
methodical way what great product ideas might be needed in this future.
The old technical vision was replaced with the more visionary (sic) statement:“Create an open ecosystem to enable a wider community to deliver the smartness of light.
Allow easy adaptability to cater for the diversity of people and demands”
The product idea most popular was the notion that all stakeholders want an Easy Life. Often they will
take the path of least resistance that gets the most benefit. Across the value chain it should be easy
to specify, buy, install, maintain and make money from our solution. This could differentiate our
product and reduce the total cost of ownership.
Next the raw scenario data set was analysed, moving around quickly in the data to begin exploring
what bigger themes could emerge. These were dubbed Super Scenarios. The authors extrapolated
and wrote neat versions of forty-eight of these Super Scenarios and backed each one with indexed
raw scenarios from the main data set.
To reduce these a voting mechanism of five key criteria was devised. The super scenario voting
criteria were: Enable the Future; Integrate the Systems; Quality of Scenario; Reduce the Carbon
Footprint; Stakeholder Value.
Following the voting a board level selection process validated that the voting was meaningful. The top
scoring super scenarios supporting each criteria were selected. Three distinctly important scenarios
in each criteria reduced results to a list of fifteen of the best scenarios.
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The fifteen best scenarios contained common threads and themes that could be further distilled.
Using insights from the data set and from the ideation it was possible to condense these fifteen into
three top main scenarios that capture the essence of what OpenAIS should be about from a
stakeholder point of view.
A short paragraph to capture the motivation behind each main scenario ideas was made and
documented in TOP 3 MAIN SCENARIOS with the five best scenarios that supported these key
notions. Further to this the main scenarios now needed to spawn genuine and future looking Use
Cases. By inspection fifteen key topics were identified that the Use Cases could be based on. The
topics and use cases are well described in USE CASES.
Everything is indexed and traceable back through the Super Scenarios to the raw scenarios. When
in task 1.2 and 1.4 the User requirements and Solution specification are laid out, they too will be
traceable back through this research. Through the remaining project tasks the OpenAIS consortium
team can now look upwards to these Scenarios and Use Cases as a reference and embrace the new
vision statement as the guiding principle for all their decisions. They can refer to the main scenarios
of an “Easy Life”, “Increased Building Value” and “Building Wide Ecosystem” as a barometer and use
the vision statement as a guiding light for their decisions.
This rich data set of comments and scenarios has been collected as a platform, if implemented, to
generate key differentiators and value propositions across the value chain when OpenAIS is exposed
to the marketplace and needs to be promoted.
Analysis, extrapolation, voting and merging has brought us to three main scenarios. These are the
motivations that spawned a set of key use cases that indicate major product function topics to be
considered as candidates for our User Requirements and Solutions Specifications yet to come.
The OpenAIS consortium are potentially part of a movement to create and evangelise on a new
generation of open lighting solutions that will truly feed an open, business marketplace with Europe’s
lighting industry, building value chain and application entrepeneurs as its beneficiaries.
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10

APPENDIX A – USE CASES IN DETAIL

10.1 Easy Life (EL)
“The motivation behind everything we do should be based on wanting an "Easy Life". This was the
top thought from the ideation workshop, driven by "Shy Tech" and "Reducing to Zero". The complexity
of technology and tasks should be hidden from the electricians, engineers and users alike. All
stakeholders in the value chain should find it easy and quick to choose, design, install, commission,
add value, use and maintain the OpenAIS architecture and products.”
The main topics to be covered by Use Cases are Specify, BIM, Install, Commission and Maintain.
Add value is implied in the tools mentioned in these use cases and tools/app developers are covered
by a stronger topic under Increase Building Value.

10.1.1

Specify

Use Case ID

EL-T1-JHC-1

Title

Specify: Safe to specify an “open” standard

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Consultant & specifier

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•

Post-conditions/
Outputs

•
•
•

Main Flow

•
1)
2)
3)
4)

5)
6)
7)
8)

9)

Architect has designed the space, it is clear on function and form
There exists an online “Architect and Engineers” specification kept up by the
community to assist with creating tenders
Tender goes out with ‘openness’ as mandatory (preferably OpenAIS)
BIM model contains generic looking objects that are OpenAIS flavoured
The tendering process remains competitive despite the ‘restriction’ to be open
as everyone can use compatible components from different suppliers
Report showing true running costs including energy, repairs and maintenance
The consultant takes the architects vision and prepares to create a tender
specification and BIM model of the lighting requirement
The consultant specifies an open system where all manufacturers and suppliers
components are transferable and compatible.
The topology of the lighting system is easy to drop into the BIM using the online
design tools.
Any special features such as daylight compensation, human centric lighting,
colour tuning etc. were found online by the architect and consultant so they can
state if special luminaires are required for certain areas or tasks
The consultant/specifier is thus aware of the cost implications of the overall
design.
The consultant commits to an operational performance agreement
The tender contains guidelines emphasising the importance of total cost of
ownership in balance with the short term capital cost
The consultant issues the tender into the traditional M&E delivery structure and
knows even the lower cost responses will not harm the vision of compatibility
and interoperability with the other systems.
Typical costs are known as it is simple to specify and estimate this architecture
and there is no longer any fear that specifiying controls instead of standalone
luminaires with built in automated effects. It is very cost effective and rewards
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with extra benefits such as human centric lighting and comprehensive energy
management.
10) Some tenderers choose lower cost solutions to win on price knowing that as
long as the architecture is OpenAIS compatible it easily upgraded if the next
building use is significantly different.
11) After installation and operation for the allotted time the consultant gets a report
to show how the energy and total cost of ownership operations are progressing
Alternative Flow

5) For retrofits and refurbishments it may be more complex trying to decide
whether to re-use cabling and power or to go wireless for example.
6) The consultant checks online for hints and tips, but decides to let the tenderers
give their best answers.
7) The tenderers discover great guidelines extolling the virtues and technical
choices in a retrofit or refurbishment that OpenAIS architecture allows

Exception Flow

None

10.1.2

BIM

Use Case ID

EL-T2-JHC-1

Title

BIM: Building Information Modelling

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Installation contractor

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•
•
•
•
•

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
5)

Alternative Flow

Exception Flow

All luminaires and other devices have BIM compliant datasheets
Building lighting design used BIM
BIM database available to installation contractor
Installation contractor plans work from BIM data
Auditable report of the topology and chosen equipment/luminaires
As built BIM database for maintenance and facility managers
BIM database for the project is handed to the installation contractor
Installation contractor planned project using BIM
Installation contractor maintains BIM database up-to-date throughout project
execution
A method was used to automatically map the objects to their correct place in the
topology and their physical location
Installation contractor was pleased that the OpenAIS equipment auto populated
the BIM database as it got installed
Installation contractors signs off BIM database as installed

4) At the end of install a data dump was initiated and transferred to a BIM
Tool
5) BIM tool compared the specification to the installed components and threw up
some exceptions for the project managers to investigate
• None
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10.1.3

Install

Use Case ID

EL-T3-IMT-1

Title

Install: Installation of an AAA architecture (Authentication, Authorization,
Accounting) for OpenAIS devices and users
There are 3 actors involved:
• IO (Installer-Only): activities done by the installer/check by the installer
• IP (Installer-Plus): activities done by the installer in collaboration with the
company team/administrator/manager of the project.
• Software Logic
• The local area network and the wireless network are in place.
• The OpenAIS devices, lights and controllers are installed.
• Main devices (controllers) will be used as intermediate between end devices
(luminaires) and LMS for the authentication process.
• The different AAA devices / services are in place
• Communications between devices and/or users use the AAA services.
1) A database system is set in place by the IO actor
2) The IP actors will provide the users list and devices list:
a. Groups of devices / users are setup in the database
b. AAA Profiles are attached to group, users or devices.
c. Credentials types are generated for each individual device/user.
d. The credentials are securely transmitted to the database system.
3) (Software Logic) A piece of information is constructed from the credentials is
transmitted/ stored into the database. This information can be:
a. The password unencrypted
b. An encrypted version of the password using a hash mechanism
c. The end device/user public
d. The end device/user certificate (containing his public key)
4) The IO actors install an authentication server (probably a part of the LMS)
5) The IO actor established a trusted link between the authentication server and
the database system.
6) Main devices such has controllers are manually configured by IO actor to use
the authentication server to authenticate end users and devices.
a. The manual configuration of main devices implies the secure
transmission of their credentials
b. End devices such has luminaires added or discovered by main devices
follow a “first time configuration setup” where they are recognized has
part of the system by the installer.
c. Once approved, they receive their credentials and will always use them
to authenticate themselves. The main devices are used here to relay
the authentications messages.
d. Users can authenticate themselves on main devices such as controllers
and
through
applications
to
the
system.
Users will probably use a login/password credential and of course
someone such as the building owner must transmit to them this
information

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow
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Alternative Flow

7) The IO actor checks the connection with a test account and the linked test
profile.
a. (Software Logic) Once authenticate to the authentication server, the
requester user/device ask to communicate with another users / device,
the destination.
b. (Software Logic) The Authentication server approved or denies the
access. The approval is forwarded either directly by the authentication
server or encrypted and relayed by the requester to the final destination.
8) The IO actor checks that the test user can effectively access to the services
defined in the user test profile.
9) (Software Logic)A de-authentication message is sent when the users /devices
has finished his work.
10) (Software Logic) All steps can be logged and this is the accounting part.
3) The IO or IP actor could involve a certification authority to sign the generated
credentials. (Suggest using “paper signature”, or electronic signature and
electronic certificates)
4) To simplify the Use case, I will not add more alternatives for the case where the
users wants to use others types of credentials such as private/public keys and
certificates

Exception Flow

Design must consider what happens when devices fail to authenticate

Use Case ID

EL-T3-PHI-2

Title

Install: Installation of a wireless device

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)
Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

Installer

Post-conditions/
Outputs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Required products, power adapters, cables, batteries, and accessories are
available,
There is power to power the products,
An installation floor-plan is available
IP network cables are installed and available
All wireless devices are installed according floor-plan,
Wireless network is tested and is operational.
A default group has been formed, covering all the installed devices
Not installed devices are reported on installation report.
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Main Flow

uc Flexible Configuring

Flexible Configuring
Connect/Disconnet
Light Design Tool

Lighting System
Login/Logout to
system

Compare
configurations

Retrieve actual
configuration

Retrieve
designed
configuration

Re-configure
device grouping

«extend»

Re-configure
group behavior

Re-configure
lighting behavior
Commisioner

Re-configure
device behavior

«extend»

Re-arrange
access control
«extend»

Verify new
configuration

«extend»

Re-configure
system behavior

Simulation of
configuration

Deployment of new
configuration
Lighting System

Alternative Flow

1) The installer looks at floor plan to see where to mount the wireless border
router.
2) The power cables will be connected and installer checks whether the router is
correctly powered
3) The installer connects the IP network cable to the wireless border router and
checks whether the basic connection is established.
4) The installer uses a provision that allows him to add wireless devices to the
wireless network
5) The installer checks whether the wireless network is present and ready to add
new wireless devices.
6) The installer looks at floor plan to see where to mount the first wireless device.
7) The installer connects the power to the wireless device and checks whether
device is correctly powered.
8) The installer uses a provision which allows the wireless device to join the
wireless network to a default group, and checks whether wireless device has
joined the wireless network and group successfully.
9) This (steps 6-9) will be repeated for all devices according the floor plan.
10) After installing the last wireless device the installer will activates a provision
that allows him to stop the wireless installation process, and checks whether
the wireless network is operational and ready for use.
11) For testing the wireless connection, the installer will use a provision to verify
whether all the wireless devices are correctly connected and part of the
wireless network.
12) When all connected wireless devices have been checked, the installer stops
testing, by activation of a provision to stop the test mode.
13) The installer updates the installation report, cleans up and leaves
Self-Powered Devices:
For Self-powered Wireless Control (SPWC) devices, there is an extended flow
starting after step 12:
14) Mount the SPWC device at the location indicated at the floor plan.
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15) The installer uses a provision that allows him to add new SPWC devices to the
wireless network, and checks whether wireless network is ready to add new
devices
16) The installer uses a provision that allows him to add a SPWC device to the
wireless network, and checks whether it joins the network successfully.
17) This will be repeated for all the SPWC devices from the floor-plan
18) After installing the last SPWC device, the installer uses a provision to stop the
wireless installation process, and check whether wireless network is
operational and ready for use.
19) For testing purposes, the installer will active a control function of a SPWC
device, and checks correct operation across the wireless network.
20) The installer repeats step 19 for all SPWC devices within the scope of the
wireless network.
21) The installer updates the installation report, cleans up and leaves.

Exception Flow

Plug-n-Play Devices:
• @Step 4: the installer does not use the mentioned provision, the device will
automatically setup the wireless network to add wireless devices
• @step 8: the installer does not use the mentioned provision, the device will
automatically join the wireless network
• @(extended) step 15 & 16: the installer does not use the mentioned provisions,
as during step 16 the SPWC device will automatically join the wireless network.
Adding an extra sensor:
There might be luminaires that provide a connector for an additional sensor.
Then an extra step is required at step 7, to connect the sensor and mount it at
correct location. The connection of sensor should allow hot-switchable.
• At several steps there are checks on correct operation. In case of incorrect
operation, the problem fault tree of specific device has to be used to detect
root cause of the problem and how to correct it.
• Incorrect working devices have to be reported in the installation report,
including problem description.

Use Case ID

EL-T3-PHI-3

Title

Install: Installation of a wired device

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)
Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

Installer
Assumption: The installation order for a new build is as follows:
1. Cabling is installed
2. Installation of Luminaires
3. Installation of IP infrastructure
Pre-conditions:
• Required products, power adapters, cables, batteries, and accessories are
available,
• There is power to power the products,
• An installation floor-plan is available
• IP network cables are installed between the rack patch panel and the
luminaire socket and tested
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Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

•
•

All wired devices are installed according floor-plan,
Not installed devices are reported on installation report.
uc Install
Wired Devices

Adding a w ired
dev ice

Installer

Alternative Flow

1) The installer looks at floor plan to see where to mount the first wired device.
2) The installer connects the power to the device and installer checks whether
the device is correctly powered
3) The installer looks at floor plan to see where to mount the next device, and
steps 2-3 are repeated until the last device is mounted
4) The installer updates the installation report, cleans up and leaves
Adding an extra sensor:
• There might be luminaires that provide a connector for an additional sensor.
Then an extra step is required at step 4, to connect the sensor and mount it at
the correct location. The connection of sensor should allow hot-pluggable and
hot-switchable.
There is already a distribution switch installed:
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uc Install

Wired devices
Test service
active

Test application
active

Adding a wired
device

Report status of
connection

Installer

Testing basic
functionality

Stopping test
service

Exception Flow

1) The installer looks to the floor plan to find the location of the rack patch panel.
2) The installer connects a test tool to the distribution switch, and activates a test
server.
3) The installer looks at floor plan to see where to mount the first wired device.
4) The installer connects the power to the device and installer checks whether
the device is correctly powered
5) The installer connects the device to the IP network and checks whether the
basic connectivity provided by test server is established.
6) The installer looks at floor plan to see where to mount the next device, and
steps 3-5 are repeated until the last device is mounted
7) After installing the last device the installer will activate and use a provision that
allows him to test whether the basic function of devices are working correctly,
e.g. switching ON/OFF luminaires.
8) When basic functionality of all devices has been checked, the installer stops
testing, by activation of a provision to stop the test mode.
9) The installer stops test application and disconnects the test server
10) The installer updates the installation report, cleans up and leaves
• At several steps there are checks on correct operation. In case of incorrect
operation, the problem fault tree of specific device has to be used to detect
root cause of the problem and how to correct it.
• Incorrect working devices have to be reported in the installation report,
including problem description.
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Use Case ID

EL-T3-JHC-1

Title

Install: Pre site visit preparation

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Installer

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•

Post-conditions/
Outputs

•
•

Manufacturer stored some mandatory useful data fields in the component that
can be read by a scanner or by another component in the system for example
(EAN, manufacturer reference, unique luminaire ID, serial number)
BIM model possibly available
IP topology or addressing or certificates available

•
•

Install was really fast and mostly done by the electricians
Basic configuration of controls e.g. switches downloaded and worked.

Main Flow

1) The contractor, as the system had differen types of luminaires decides to
prepare as much as possible
2) The components are scanned and pre-mapped to their final topological
location or physical location
3) Location may be relative to any origin say in the building or floor or relative
to another OpenAIS component
4) The box of parts for that location are labelled
5) The components can be pre-configured and that is stored in the device
6) The pre-site database can check if the component specs are right for their
place in the BIM/design and because serial numbers are known the installer
knows he has enough parts and has not double allocated any.
7) It is clear from the BIM design what the basic groupings and trigger/sensor
mappings will be. The configuration model is pre-built ready for download
on site

Alternative Flow

Exception Flow

10.1.4

4)The components pre-config data could also be loaded at site as it taken out the
box. On install the installer touches a point on the BIM or installation tool to map
this part to this location
4)A tool perhaps combined with BIM discovers all the components and devices
and their locations. It makes an educated guess at groups and which switches
should control them.
5)Time schedules are no harder than an “Outlook” calendar and can be
downloaded from a web app
6)Seeing the local combination of controls, sensors outputs and being told what
type of room or area it is the software offers typical programming logic
None

Commission

Use Case ID

EL-T4-JHC-1

Title

Commission: Commissioning and configuring the more complex bits

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Lighting controls engineer

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•

Installer has put all the hardware in place and power exists
Maybe did the IP communications and location mapping too
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Post-conditions/
Outputs

•

A triage tool used to diagnose and sign-off the install as operational and in line
with the BIM

•
•
•

Basic controls and scene controls done
Complex human centric lighting controls done
System config saved

Main Flow

1) The contractor, as the system had different types of luminaires decides to
prepare as much as possible
2) The components are scanned and pre-mapped to their final topological
location or physical location
3) Location may be relative to any origin say in the building or floor or relative
to another OpenAIS component
4) The box of parts for that location are labelled
5) The components can be pre-configured and that is stored in the device
6) The pre-site database can check if the component specs are right for their
place in the BIM/design and because serial numbers are known the installer
knows he has enough parts and has not double allocated any.
7) It is clear from the BIM design what the basic groupings and trigger/sensor
mappings will be. The configuration model is pre-built ready for download
on site

Alternative Flow

A complex system configuration file for the operational parts was pre-programmed
and sent to site for the installer to load into the system

Exception Flow

10.1.5

Maintain

Use Case ID

EL-T5-JHC-1

Title

Maintain: Do it yourself replacements

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Building user/occupier

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•
•

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

•
•

Could have been a facilities manager but not every building will have that luxury
and should be able to fix problems themselves
The user knows from home how to connect a smart phone to a wifi signal using
WPS and can search online for apps
Manufacturer stored some mandatory useful data fields in the component that
can be read by a scanner or by another component in the system for example
(EAN, manufacturer reference, unique luminaire ID, serial number)
Only necessary replacements purchased
Replacements done without an expert intervention
1) The user runs or checks a system status report that suggests he needs to
buy some spare luminaires, drivers or other components.
2) The software tells him the original equipment reference so he can go online
and find todays’ equivalent parts from a number of compatible suppliers
3) A check on services available from the component spec is made too.
4) Ordered online, the part arrives next day.
5) The system walks the user through the replacement process
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Exception Flow

6) Changing the luminaire is literally as easy as changing a light bulb but might
require a ladder
7) The IP part is a little harder but the system tools allow de-commissioning of
the old component and configurations are able to be loaded into the
replacement
8) As the luminaire is on the network security rules may apply to insist on some
intervention requiring authentication
9) The system connects to the internet and prompts to the user that a firmware
update is needed and gets on with it.
10) Once the replacement is seen to work by its own indication or a tool the
more complex configurations that were saved can be loaded
11) The old part is forgotten by the system in place of the new one
12) Other components are similarly easy to identify, source and retrofit
2) The dead component has a passive store that is still able to cough out it’s
credentials when scanned by something. Or it has a lookup label
None

Use Case ID

EL-T5-JHC-2

Title

Maintain: Re-use of a working component

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Building user/occupier or contractor

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•

Could have been a facilities manager but not every building will have that luxury
and should be able to fix problems themselves

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

•

Component moved to a new location in this or a new system

Alternative Flow

1) The device to be moved is taken out of the system
2) The device is taken to the new system or new location
3) The system prompts with a warning that a new or different device is
detected.
4) Acceptance results in purging the all but the manufacturers mandatory
identifying data.
5) Dynamic data such as previous location are purged too
6) The rest of the replacement is as for EL-T5-JHC-1, easy.

Alternative Flow

4)Depending on security needs the purge and reprogramming happen
automatically

Exception Flow

None

Use Case ID

EL-T5-JHC-3

Title

Maintain: Auto self -test

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Building user/occupier

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•
•

Could have been a facilities manager but not every building will have that luxury
and should be able to fix problems themselves
The emergency lighting is also OpenAIS compatible
A sensor in the luminaire can detects that the lamp comes on
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Post-conditions/
Outputs

•
•
•
•

Main Flow

1) Building user sets the testing frequency for the emergency lighting system
at a higher rate than for the normal lights
2) The system test the luminaires for operation and brightness
3) It tests the battery status and re-charging capability etc
4) Less often, all the lights are tested out of hours.
5) The user has had some complaints so runs the self test manually

Alternative Flow

Exception Flow

10.1.6

Testing regime for emergency lights exceeds regulatory requirements by being
done more often and without human error and reduces risk of unforeseen failure
Testing regime extends to ‘normal’ lighting and makes it much easier to service
and maintain
Testing is much cheaper and can be done out of office hours
A report is available with recommended actions

If exit pathway lighting and colour sequences exist using the ‘normal’ lights these
sequences are run and can also be auto tested as operational because the
luminaires have sensors that detect the light output as a feedback loop
None

Discover

Use Case ID

EL-T6-JHC-1

Title

Discover: External software auto-discovers objects and behaviours

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Application Writers

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

External software can map and bind to the objects required and invoke
behaviours on those objects
1) Third party app initiates a discovery
2) Names, values, relationships and control (behaviours) are read
3) Third party software ‘binds’ these objects to its own user interface and
database mechanisms
4) The App can display values and invoke control.
Depending on security access to read or write to objects is restricted so for
example a BMS app can only see the temperature and humidity sensors

Alternative Flow

Exception Flow

Secure access to the data has been established
Rules for which objects are published for what needs are established

•

None
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10.2 Increase Building Value (IBV)
“In the changing world of office space and provision owners will need to compete more than before
to make their properties more attractive for businesses to lease or rent. Whilst TCO is measured in
the usual way with LEED/BREEAM, Energy, and Capex/Opex spend the ROI view also looks at
human centric comfort, wellbeing and productivity as key factors to attract a workforce or company.
Other value added uses of lighting and integrated data controls will enhance attractiveness, help the
building be flexible to a diverse future of demands and people. The owner will balance the cost of
building and operation with the desire to command a premium revenue stream.”
The main topics to be covered by Use Cases are Human Centric Lighting, Space and Apps.
LED lighting is a small part of a buildings energy and is an assumed benefit, therefore it is not adding
great value and is covered in the Building Wide Ecosystem topics instead.

10.2.1

HCL (Human Centric Lighting)

Use Case ID

IBV-T1-PHI-1

Title

HCL: Lighting and comfort for open office area’s

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)
Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

Office worker

Post-conditions/
Outputs

Lighting system is operational, and the automatic light control is active
Lighting system is connected to other domains
Area light is at minimal dim level (light OFF).
Area is not occupied; the office worker is the first one.
The office worker has a personal account to adapt the task light settings.
The App used by the office worker, only
shows the features supported by the system
in the open office area, which are adaptable.
Features may include: adapt light level, light
colors, color temperature, area temperature,
position of blinds, etc.
• Task Area Lighting can be formed from:
o Recessed Luminaires
o (Optional) Desk lamps with a manual
switch
o (Optional) Suspended Luminaires
Outputs:
• The desired light conditions and temperature are according the expectation of
the individual office worker
• The quality of the light should be such that it does not annoy the office workers.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Main Flow

uc Office

Open Office
Notify presence
detection to
HVAC system
Apply background
light settings on
non-presence area

Presence
detection

Prolong
background light
settings period

«extend»

HVAC System

«include»

«include»

Office Worker
Apply Lighting
settings

Apply active
light schedules
«include»
«include»

Adapt Light
settings

Alternative Flow

Apply task light
settings on
presence area

«extend»

Prolong task
light settings
period

Lighting System

1. The office worker enters a work area, and he will observe that the whole area
light level will go to a defined background dim level.
2. The luminaires within the walking reach of the office worker will go to a defined
task dim level, to enlighten the walking path.
3. The air conditions and temperature will be adapted according the presence of
an office worker, taking into account the current state and trend of the weather
at location of the building.
4. When passing by a luminaire, the light levels will fade back, after a while, to the
defined background dim level
5. At the location where the office worker stops, the task dim light level will stay
on, as long as the office worker occupies the area.
6. The task dim light level will be automatically adapted to changing light conditions
in his working area, in smooth way, to meet the required task dim level.
7. The surrounding area will stay on background level as long as office worker is
present in the area.
8. The office worker opens the lighting control App on his personal control device.
9. The App will show the office worker, which light settings can be adapted, being
within the capabilities of the luminaire and taking into account the preferences
of the nearby office workers in the area.
10. By using the App to adapt the task light settings, the actual task light will
immediately change to the requested light settings
11. After closing the App the adapted light settings remains.
12. When office worker is leaving the workplace, the task dim light level remains for
a while, and fades to background dim level.
13. During walking through the working area, the luminaires within the walking reach
of the office worker will go to a defined task dim level, to enlighten the walking
path ( see also step 2)
14. Upon leaving the work area, the background dim level remains for a while, and
fades to a minimal dim level.
Area is already occupied by one or more office workers:
• Step 1: Upon entering the room, the actual light situation is according the
already present office workers who went through steps 2-11.
Office workers only passing by the area:
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• Only steps 1-4, and 14 will be followed.
Load shedding/Demand Response:
• During a load shedding period the background and task light levels may go
to a lower and agreed light level. The <task light on> time period after “no
occupancy” detected anymore maybe shortened.
• The App used at step 9, will indicate that the load shedding period is active.
• Office worker will be notified that the load shedding period is active via its
personal control device, or a visual indication in the area.
Desk Light:
•

When the Desk Lamp is manually switched on providing sufficient
luminosity on the reference surface, the task light from the recessed and
suspended luminaires will be dimmed down.

Circadian rhythm:
•

During the working day, during an Active (seasonal) Schedule. Schedule
will dynamically and smoothly change its parameters (output and CCT) over
daytime for increasing comfort of the Office Workers

Exception Flow

None

Use Case ID

IBV-T1-PHI-2

Title

HCL : Lighting and comfort for corridor area’s

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)
Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

Office worker
•
•
•
•
•

•

Post-conditions/
Outputs

Lighting system is operational, and the automatic light
control is active
Lighting system is connected to other domains
Area light is at minimal dim level (light OFF).
Area is not occupied; the office worker is the first one.
The corridor area has two light area’s:
o The corridor lighting area
o Decorative lighting at the walls
Load Shedding or Demand Response parameters
defined

Outputs:
• The desired light conditions and temperature are according to the expectation
of the individual office worker
• The quality of the light should be such that it does not annoy the office workers.
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Main Flow

uc Office
Corridor

Apply background
light settings on
corridor area

Prolong
background light
settings period

«extend»

«extend»

Office Worker

Presence
Detection

Apply active
light schedules

«extend»

Prolong corridor
light settings
period

Lighting System

«extend»

Create report of
room status in
corridor area

«extend»

Deploy light
settings

Apply corridor
light settings

1.

Alternative Flow

The office worker enters the corridor area, and he will observe that the whole
corridor area light level will go to a defined corridor dim level.
2. When officer worker is walking in the corridor area, the corridor dim level
remains.
3. When office worker enter one of the rooms in the corridor, the corridor dim level
remains for a while, before fading to a background dim level.
4. The background dim level remains as long as presence is detected in one of
the rooms in the corridor.
5. When office worker is leaving the room, and enters the corridor again, the
corridor light will go to corridor dim level.
6. As long as there is presence in the corridor area, the corridor dim level remains.
7. When office worker is leaving the corridor and no other persons are in the
corridor area or connected rooms, the light level for whole corridor area, will
fade to the minimal dim level, after a while.
Dynamic corridor area/ follow-me:
• When office worker is entering the corridor, only the light in close proximity will
go to corridor area light level is. The remaining corridor area will go to
background dim level.
• When passing the light points the lights will fade from corridor light level to
background dim level, after a while.
Decorative lighting:
• There might be decorative lighting effects at the walls. These will follow the
same light settings as described in the main flow, but using different light levels.
Load shedding/Demand response
• During load shedding period the decorative lighting will be set to minimal dim
level
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•

•

During a load shedding period the corridor and background dim levels may go
to a lower and agreed light level. The <corridor light on> time period after “no
occupancy” detected anymore maybe shortened.
Office worker will be notified that the load shedding period is active via a visual
indication in the corridor area.

Exception Flow

None

Use Case ID

IBV-T1-PHI-3

Title

HCL: Lighting and comfort for meeting rooms

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)
Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

Office worker

Post-conditions/
Outputs

Lighting system is operational, and the automatic light control is active
Lighting system is connected to other domains
Area light is at minimal dim level (light OFF).
Area is not occupied; the office worker is the first one.
The meeting room has 3 light area’s :
o A task light area around the table
o A screen light area
o A whiteboard light area
o (Optionally) decorative light points providing
decorative area illumination
• The officer worker has an App installed on his
personal device, and has an account to select a
preconfigured light scene of the room, or adapt specific light settings
Outputs:
• The desired light conditions and temperature are according the expectation of
the individual office worker
• The quality of the light should be such that it does not annoy the office workers.
•
•
•
•
•
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Main Flow

uc Office

Meeting room
Apply
Discussion
Scene

Apply general
light scene

Presence
detection
«extend»

Apply active light
schedules

Apply
Presentation
Scene

«extend»

Office Worker
«extend»

Location
detection

«extend»
«extend»

Apply
Whiteboard
scene

Recognition of
scenes
«include»

Adapt Light
Settings

Alternative Flow

Apply Light
settings

Lighting System

«include»

1. The office worker enters the meeting room, and he will observe that the meeting
room light level will go to a “general light” setting for the 3 light area’s
2. More people enter the room, and get seated.
3. The meeting starts with a conversation, with people sitting around the table. The
room sensors will detect this and will adapt the light towards a “discussion
scene” setting for the 3 light area’s
4. As soon as a presentation is shown on the screen, it will be noticed by the
meeting room, and light will be adapted to a “presentation scene” setting, for the
3 light area’s
5. When presentation is ended, the light levels will go back the “discussion scene”
setting, for the 3 light area’s
6. One of the people is moving forward to the whiteboard area, which will be
noticed by the room sensor, changing the light settings towards a “whiteboard
scene”, for the 3 light area’s
7. At the end of meeting, the office worker wants to personalize the light setting,
and uses an App on his personal control device to adapt the current light
settings. The App will show him the possible options, and the office worker
selects a light scene or adapts specific light settings. The light will be adapted
accordingly.
8. When meetings ends, and after the last office worker leaves the meeting room,
the meeting room light will fade to minimal dim level, after a while.
Room wall switches:
• Instead of a personal control device a wall switch may be provided in a meeting
room, to select the required scene for the meeting room.
Load shedding/Demand response
• During a load shedding period the light area’s within the meeting room may go
to a lower and agreed light level.
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•

Exception Flow

The Office worker(s) will be notified that the load shedding period is active via a
visual indication in the meeting room area.

Some or all users will have the rights to override the load shedding locally
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10.2.2

Space

Use Case ID

IBV-T2-TUE-4

Title

Space: Reconfiguration of workspace

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Facility manager

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•
•
•

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

•
•
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)

Alternative Flow
Exception Flow

The light system and its controls are easily reconfigurable
A new office is constructed for 2 fixed work desks. The desks, seats and walls
are already placed
2 new desk lights are placed in the new room
1 new controller is placed in the room
The light system is fully operational in the new arrangement
Potential errors are saved in an error report
The facility manager opens the reconfiguration app on his tablet and logs in
The facility manager looks at the new floor plan in the app to see what needs to
change
The facility manager presses the wireless connection buttons on the desk lights.
The app indicates it has discovered 2 desk lights and 1 new controller, which
are not configured yet and positions these automatically on the floor plan
The facility manager tests the desk lights by turning them on with the app
The desk lights turn on
The facility manager presses the reconfigure button in the app
The app shows the luminaires on the map that can be reconfigured
The facility manager selects the ceiling luminaires that need to be reconfigured,
together with the 2 desk lights and creates a group with the selected lights
The app indicates that a new group is created
The facility manager tests the group by reducing the light level to 50% in the
app
All luminaires in the new room dim to 50%, it works
The facility manager selects the new room controller
The app suggests a number of group to connect to the controller
The facility manager selects the correct group he configured earlier
The app confirms the connection
The facility manager grabs the controller and tests it by turning off the lights
The lights turn off

None
If a device gives any problems in step 4,6,12 or 18:
• Check if device has power
• Check if wireless connectivity
• Check if correctly configured in the app
o If still not correct, replace device
o If still not correct, report failure in error report

Use Case ID

IBV-T2-TUE-1

Title

Space: Task-based lighting

Actor(s)

Office worker
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(Stakeholder)
Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•
•

Connected lighting system that is able to detect users
Light controllers on desks that connect with the OpenAIS system wirelessly
OpenAIS enabled luminaires can be controlled wirelessly by users

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

•

(cross-device) Controllable task-based lighting

Alternative Flow

Exception Flow

1) The office worker walks towards a desk to start working
2) As he gets seated, the ceiling luminaires around his location desk light up,
covering the desk in a diffuse light of normal intensity
3) The office worker grabs the paper report he needs to review
4) He turns the light control wheel on the table to change the light
5) The light system detects this and the light on his desk become more focussed
(like a spotlight)
6) The office worker starts to read the report
4) Other devices can be used to control light:
the office worker opens up the OpenAIS app on his phone and adjusts the
light
5) the office worker opens up the OpenAIS app on his laptop and adjusts the light
In case the luminaires do not react:
• Check if controller on desk has power
• Check if controller has wireless connectivity
o If still not correct, replace device

Use Case ID

IBV-T2-TUE-2

Title

Space: Collaboration lighting

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Office workers

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

•
•

Office workers planned a meeting in a collaboration space to discuss a report
that they need to finish
The room is booked for 30 minutes
The space has an OpenAIS enabled light system

•

A well-scheduled meeting with the help of information from the light system

1)
2)
3)
4)

Office worker 1 enters the collaboration space
The lights turn on to their default state, providing enough light to work
Office worker 1 grabs his phone and opens the OpenAIS light app
The app shows its location and knows that Office worker 1 has booked the room
that he is currently in: it allows control over the luminaires
Office worker 1 selects the planning function and sets a subtle light fade over
time, indicating the time until the end of the meeting
The app confirms his selection
The luminaires adapt and the luminaire on the left side of the room gets a higher
colour temperature than the rest of the luminaires
The other office workers enter the room and the meeting starts
During the meeting, the cooler light slowly moves from the left side of the
meeting room to the right side of the meeting room
Office worker 1 notices that the cooler light is almost at the right side of the room
Office worker 1 starts to wrap up the meeting

5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
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Alternative Flow

10) The office worker doesn’t notice the light change
11) When the light is completely on the right, all luminaires in the room start to slowly
dim down, indicating that it is time to wrap up the meeting

Exception Flow

None

Use Case ID

IBV-T2-TUE-3

Title

Space: Localizing colleagues

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Office workers

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•
•

Flexible working desks at office
Lighting system knows location of office workers
Localization software knows availability of office workers

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

•
•
1)
2)

Lighting helped with finding workers
Office worker 1 meets up with Office worker 2
Office worker 1 sits on a desk and wants to meet up with office worker 2
Office worker 1 searches for his colleague by entering the name in the system
on his computer
The system shows a list of names that fit his search criteria
Office worker 1 selects the correct name
The system shows that Office Worker 2 is available and his location in the
building
Office worker 1 indicates to the system he wants to meet
Office worker 2 gets a notification from the system that Office worker 1 is looking
for him and that he is on his way.
Office worker 1 finds Office worker 2

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Alternative Flow

The service is cross-platform, so could also be used on mobile phone, tablet or any
other device with access to the system:
2) Office worker 1 searches for his colleague by entering the name in the system on
his mobile device

Exception Flow

•

Use Case ID

IBV-T2-TUE-4

Title

Space: Reconfiguration of workspace

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Facility manager

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•

Post-conditions/

If office worker 2 is not available, the system indicates that. It does not show
why (e.g. he could be not present or busy)

•
•
•

The light system and its controls are easily reconfigurable
A new office is constructed for 2 fixed work desks. The desks, seats and walls
are already placed
2 new desk lights are placed in the new room
1 new controller is placed in the room
Power and wireless network available

•
•

The light system is fully operational in the new arrangement
Potential errors are saved in an error report
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Outputs
Main Flow

Alternative Flow
Exception Flow

1) The facility manager opens the reconfiguration app on his tablet and logs in
2) The facility manager looks at the new floor plan in the app to see what needs to
change
3) The facility manager presses the wireless connection buttons on the desk lights.
4) The app indicates it has discovered 2 desk lights and 1 new controller, which
are not configured yet and positions these automatically on the floor plan
5) The facility manager tests the desk lights by turning them on with the app
6) The desk lights turn on
7) The facility manager presses the reconfigure button in the app
8) The app shows the luminaires on the map that can be reconfigured
9) The facility manager selects the ceiling luminaires that need to be reconfigured,
together with the 2 desk lights and creates a group with the selected lights
10) The app indicates that a new group is created
11) The facility manager tests the group by reducing the light level to 50% in the
app
12) All luminaires in the new room dim to 50%, it works
13) The facility manager selects the new room controller
14) The app suggests a number of group to connect to the controller
15) The facility manager selects the correct group he configured earlier
16) The app confirms the connection
17) The facility manager grabs the controller and tests it by turning off the lights
18) The lights turn off

None
If a device gives any problems in step 4,6,12 or 18:
• Check if device has power
• Check if wireless connectivity
• Check if correctly configured in the app
o If still not correct, replace device
o If still not correct, report failure in error report

Use Case ID

IBV-T2-TUE-5

Title

Space: Information decoration in light

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Office worker

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•

The OpenAIS lighting system has access to the calendar of the office worker
Luminaires are individually controllable

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

•

The office worker is on time for his meeting

1) An office worker is working on a “hotdesk”, a desk that anyone can use
2) The OpenAIS system detects that the office worker has a meeting with a coworker in 10 minutes
3) The luminaires close to his desk slowly dim up indicating an upcoming meeting
4) The office worker doesn’t notice the subtle effect
5) The system continues increasing the light level
6) The office worker notices the light in his peripheral vision and is reminded of the
meeting
7) The office worker closes his laptop and packs his belongings
8) The system recognises that the office worker is leaving and the luminaires dim
down again to a normal level
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Alternative Flow

The office worker doesn’t notice recognise the light change:
6) The system keeps on increasing the light level slowly, in an unobtrusive way.
7) At the time of the meeting, the luminaires dim down to a normal level fast, as a
last reminder.
8) The system is back in its default state
The meeting is cancelled, but the system did not register this:
7) The office worker indicates to the system / luminaires to stop the effect
8) The system goes back in its default state

Exception Flow

10.2.3

None

Apps

Use Case ID

IBV-T3-TUE-1

Title

Apps: Perfect meeting

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Office worker

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•

The office worker is able to rent a collaboration office in a flexible office space

Post-conditions/
Outputs

•

The Office worker has the perfect meeting

Main Flow

1) An office worker books a collaboration office for an important business meeting
tomorrow with a client that is visiting from abroad
2) He uses his company profile to set up the meeting room perfectly
3) After booking, the service automatically downloads apps to control the light in
that room to his phone
4) The perfect meeting service automatically notifies the client with all information
about the meeting (e.g. location and time)
5) The next day, the office worker enters the room that he booked
6) The lights in the room are in colours that reflect the corporate image/standards
of the office workers company
7) The office worker uses the controller in the room to fine-tune the light setting to
his liking
8) The light in the room slightly changes until the office worker is satisfied
9) The client also enters the room and the meeting begins

Alternative Flow
Exception Flow

None
None

Use Case ID

IBV-T3-TUE-2a

Title

Apps: OpenAIS API
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Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

App developer, User

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

• An OpenAIS enabled app is available on the app store
• User downloaded it, tried it and it worked
1) A developer wants to make an app for office workers to apply a circadian rhythm
effect to their office light
2) The developer registers for an OpenAIS developer account on the OpenAIS
website
3) The OpenAIS website provides him an API key and OpenAIS development
software
4) The developer creates a new Android app and integrates his OpenAIS
developer information
5) The developer starts programming.
6) The developer opens up the OpenAIS simulation software to test his application
7) The developer adds 2 luminaires in the simulation environment
8) The developer runs his test app and the simulation shows a circadian rhythm
effect on the lights
9) The developer exports his app and deploys it in the Google Play store for users
to download
10) User downloads to his device and tries it, it works.

Alternative Flow
Exception Flow

API can be used with different platforms like HTML, mac apps, windows apps, etc.

Use Case ID

IBV-T3-TUE-2b

Title

Apps: OpenAIS enabled app

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Office worker

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•

The OpenAIS light system is connected to internet
Each office worker is allowed to control luminaires close to his position

Post-conditions/
Outputs

•

A circadian rhythm effect is applied to the luminaire close to the office worker

Main Flow

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

An office worker searches for OpenAIS enabled apps in the Google Play store
The office worker downloads and installs the Circadian Rhythm app
The office worker opens the app and logs in with his company OpenAIS account
The app starts searching for the OpenAIS system on the connected network
The app detects the OpenAIS light system and suggests to connect to the two
luminaires directly above where the office worker is seated
6) The office worker selects the luminaire situated directly above him
7) The app confirms his choice
8) The luminaire slightly changes in temperature, mimicking the colour
temperature of natural light at this time

Alternative Flow

OpenAIS apps are available on multiple devices (e.g. Apple app store)

OpenAIS API is available for developers
SDK and documentation available to speed up development

None
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Exception Flow

In case the luminaires do not react to the application:
• Check if the phone is connected to the OpenAIS network
• Check if the login credentials are valid
• Check if office worker has access rights to control the OpenAIS luminaires

Use Case ID

IBV-T3-TUE-3

Title

Apps: Building façade display

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Developer

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•

•

The developer received a task from a building tenant to create a application that
uses the OpenAIS luminaires next to outside windows to display the corporate
identity of the company
The OpenAIS system can identify luminaires that are positioned next to windows
on the facades of a building
An OpenAIS app store is available for downloading and installing custom apps

•

The north façade of the building shows a company logo and colours

•

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

1) On his laptop, the developer logs in to the OpenAIS system of the office building
remotely, using the credentials he received from the building tenant
2) The developer downloads and installs the ‘building façade app’ from the
OpenAIS app store
3) The building façade shows optional facades
4) The developer selects the north façade
5) The app shows a map of the façade and the available luminaires that can be
used for display
6) The developer imports the company logo and colours that the building tenant
wants to display on the façade in app
7) The app shows a simulation of the building façade and the design that it can
display
8) The developer agrees and uploads the design to the OpenAIS system in the
building
9) Façade changes design accordingly

Alternative Flow
Exception Flow

None
None

Use Case ID

IBV-T3-TUE-4

Title

Apps: Perfect presentation

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Office worker

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•
•
•

OpenAIS modules allow for wireless communication
Multiple devices can be connected to OpenAIS modules
A presentation room has a light system, projector and blinds; connected with
OpenAIS modules
An office worker can set light variables in his presentation using the OpenAIS
presentation plugin
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Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

•

A presentation room with connected devices to deliver a perfect presentation

1) An office worker is preparing a presentation on his laptop
2) The office worker enters a movie on a slide and opens the OpenAIS presenter
plugin
3) With a slider he indicates that the lights should dim to 5% when the video is
playing.
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

The office worker enters the presentation room to prepare his presentation
The lights in the room turn on as he enters
The office work opens his laptop and clicks the “wireless presentation” button
The projector turns on and shows the presentation that the office worker made
Simultaneously the blinds shut and the lights dim down
The office worker opens up the OpenAIS presentation app
The app recognises its location and connects with the meeting room
The office workers uses the navigation buttons in the app to navigate through
his slides
12) The third slide contains a video, which starts to play
13) The OpenAIS app detects light settings on the slide and dims down the light to
5%
14) The system is operational and the office worker is ready to present

Alternative Flow
Exception Flow

None
None

Use Case ID

IBV-T3-TUE-5

Title

Apps: Cross-building information

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Building manager

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions
Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

•

A building manager manages multiple office buildings

•

The building manager gets a graph overview to compare buildings that he
manages
A building manager opens the building management software on his computer
The application shows the three buildings that he is managing on a map
The building manager selects the compare function
The application shows the three buildings side by side, followed by information
about energy use, occupancy and other performance measurements
The building management selects the graph function
The application shows a line graph containing separate lines for each
performance aspect per building
The building manager sets the time-frame to 6 months
The software adjusts the graph dynamically
The building manager deselects all performance parameters, except the energy
use parameter, and the light energy parameter
The software adjusts the graph and it now shows a line for each building,
indicating the amount of energy consumed by the lighting systems in the
building

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Alternative Flow
Exception Flow

None
None
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10.3 Building Wide Ecosystem (BWE)
“In the future, systems in a building will be expected to share sensors and, where appropriate,
interoperate to the benefit of the building and a range of stakeholders. The building wide ecosystem
will comply with regulations of course for energy, LEED/BREEAM, and safety. Lighting and other
components will share data with BIM and other systems. OpenAIS will be suited to different network
and IoT convergence regimes and be clear which parts are suitable for electrical or controls or IT
engineers to work with”
The main topics to be covered by Use Cases are BIM, Lighting, BMS, Energy, Interoperability, IT &
Security and Analysis.
Energy is here as lighting will only be a small part of the energy use story compared to say heating
and cooling.
Lighting is here in its current form where controls are used to apply basic energy saving functions
such as scheduling, occupancy triggers and daylight compensation.

10.3.1

BIM

Use Case ID

BWE-T1-JHC-1

Title

BIM: BIM tools for operational status

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Building Manager

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•
•
•

Post-conditions/
Outputs

•
Main Flow

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

9)
10)
11)

Alternative Flow

All luminaires and components can report status
Building lighting design used BIM
BIM database and tools operated during whole building lifecycle
Static BIM data and live project and operational status data used in a tool across
whole building and systems lifecycle
Lighting parts treated just like all other installed systems
Building manager accesses a BIM based tool
All components meet or better their spec
The 3D model shows project installation status including planned installation
and commissioning dates
As each component is placed and the installer taps a map to create a mapping
the 3D model shows the progress
When the device works it shows as online and working
Final commissioning status used to sign off the project completeness phases
This becomes the ongoing maintenance and status tool
Even dormant, sleepy or instantaneous components (like kinetic switches and
battery saving hibernate modes) are able to report daily or weekly that they are
still healthy
The BIM based tool is used to track maintenance schedules, proposed fixing
dates and completions.
There is a history of maintenance that helps calculate total cost of ownership
Changes and re-configurations of devices and spaces are fed into the BIM AND
update the operational tools

6) At the end of install a data dump was initiated and transferred to a BIM
Tool
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Exception Flow

10.3.2

7) BIM tool compared the specification to the installed components and threw up
some exceptions for the project managers to investigate
• Project is small and just as easy to manage from an asset management app
not connected to BIM but requires manual inputs

Lighting

Use Case ID

BWE-T2-JHC-1

Title

Lighting: Essential controls similar to todays’ state of the art

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Facilities Manager

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions
Post-conditions/
Outputs

•

System is installed and commissioned and configured

•

No complaints from users it all seems intuitive and in tune with the
building operation

Main Flow

1)

Automatic sensor and time-clock
handling
i.

The lights dim slowly and possibly also change color with
available daylight
The lights dim slowly to low and switch off after a run-on-time
with no presence.
The lights are switched and dimmed according to time-clockentries.
The lights switch to on with presence detected.
Circadian colour temperature changes during the day

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
2)

User handling by office space user

1.1.
i.

ii.

1.2.

Handling by switches and scene panels
Handling by switches
o The lights are toggled on and off with short pulse push
buttons
o The lights are toggled on and off with state-changing
switches
o The lights are dimmed up and down with long pulse
push buttons
Handling by scene panels
o The lights are set to specific values according to the
scene recalled.
o The lights are dimmed and switched and color-adjusted
by the controls of the scene panel
o Dim and color values may be stored as new scene set
from the scene panel.
o Automatic sensor and time-clock handling may be
temporarily disabled / re-parametrized by the scene
panel.
Handling by mobile devices
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i.
ii.

3)

The lights are switched, dimmed, color set and scenes are
recalled for selected groups / devices directly from the
mobile interface.
Adjusting the system and the scenes
o Dim and color values may be stored as new scene set
from the mobile device
o Automatic sensor and time-clock handling may be
temporarily disabled / re-parametrized by the mobile
device.

User handling by site maintenance personal
3.1 Parametrization of site / room calendar
i.
Switch-on and switch-off times of groups (rooms, floors
etc.) are configured using scheduling information, both for
repeated and for event based timings.
3.2 Configure timing services
i.
Run-on times of PD control and run-on times before a
daylight switch off is performed are set
i.
Retrieving device status
Device status is scanned, warnings error messages created.

Alternative Flow
Exception Flow

10.3.3

All controls should be exercisable remotely from an app or from the BMS
User capable to edit time schedules and adjust room absence delays etc.
Groups do not seem to work seamlessly as one
Too much control lag between obvious switching dimming operations

BMS

Use Case ID

BWE-T1-JHC-1

Title

BMS: Lighting management and Room automation control strategy

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Facility Manager/Building Owner

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

All devices are installed (Luminaires, sunblind, Individual Air Conditioning
system e.g. Fan Coil, Cassette, Chilled BeamsR)
• All devices are powered and fully operational
• All devices are identified by a unique address
• All devices are physically localized (building, floor, room etcR)
• All devices are commissioned
• All devices are configured and react to group commands associated to the
room
• Occupant comfort
• Energy consumption is optimized and under control
1) The room is unoccupied, luminaires are off, sunblind down or up according to
season and time/day of the week.
2) During occupancy schedule, the occupant arrives in the building and presents
his badge at main entrance.
3) Air conditioning system in his office is automatically switched to “occupancy
mode”.

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

•
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4) The occupant arrives in his office. Presence detector will move up sunblind (if
they are down) and luminosity sensor signals will tell to the room controller if
light is needed and
5) During the day sun brightness is too intense, Occupant wants to move down
the sunblind in order to reduce office luminosity and adjust it at his comfort
level. He uses his smart phone to control sunblind position.
6) Due to sun heat, room air conditioning system will automatically react by
opening cooling valve in order to maintain room temperature at comfort level.
7) The occupant leaves the room and goes to a meeting. Presence sensor
switches air conditioning temperature set point to “unoccupied mode”
immediately for energy saving. If luminaires are on they are switched off after
few seconds (timer adjustable in seconds)
8) The occupant comes back in his office. Presence detector moves air
conditioning temperature set point to “comfort mode”. Luminosity sensor level
will tell room controller if luminaires stays off or are switched to on (if the
output action is not on/off then signal send to luminaire will adjust luminosity
level to reach luminosity comfort).
9) Weather conditions are not excellent and suddenly clouds are masking sun
brightness if presence detector is detecting an occupant, room controller
moves up sunblind, if luminosity sensor is still providing a low signal after few
seconds room controller will switch on artificial light (if the output action is not
on/off then signal send to luminaire will adjust luminosity level to reach
luminosity comfort).
10) The occupant leaves his office (same situation as 7)
11) The occupant leaves the building and presents his badge at the main gate in
the exit direction. His office is set to “unoccupied mode” lights are switched off
and according to the season (winter, second half of autumn, and first half of
spring) sunblind are moved down.
Alternative Flow

For circumstance “different to main” an alternative at Step 2 would be
2) Building is not equipped with access control system.
3) During occupancy schedule, presence detector detects Occupant in the office.
Air conditioning system is automatically switched to “occupancy mode”.
Luminosity sensor signals will tell to the room controller if light is needed or not
and will move up sunblind if they are down.
4) Occupant leaves the room and goes to a meeting. Presence sensor changes
air conditioning temperature set point to “unoccupied mode” immediately for
energy saving. If luminaires are on they are switched off after few seconds
(timer adjustable in seconds)
5) Sunblind position is managed by room schedule. Occupant can override
sunblind position with his smart phone.
12) Occupant is still in the office and night comes. Luminosity sensor is detecting
low signal then room controller will switch on the luminaires (if the output
action is not on/off then signal send to luminaire will adjust luminosity level to
reach luminosity comfort).
13) Outside occupancy schedule luminaires are off, sunblind are down and air
conditioning system is set “unoccupied mode”.
14) If a person is detected by occupancy sensor outside occupancy hours, only
luminaires are switched on if luminosity sensor is requiring it. Air conditioning
system and sunblind remain at their present state.

Exception Flow

Any override command made during occupancy by the occupant will disable
interlocks defined for a specific room.
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This disable command will be reset at the end of occupancy.

10.3.4

Energy

Use Case ID

BWE-T4-PHL-1

Title

Energy: Comprehensive and accurate energy monitoring and reporting

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Energy/Facility/Building Manager, Performance Contractor, Building Owner, Tenant

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

The building Manager has a dashboard where he/she can read centrally the
energy consumption of the lighting system of all areas in the building over a
certain period
• The areas of which the energy use for lighting is given, have a significance in
the context of the use of the building, e.g. these are departments and the group
of people that work there or that is responsible for the area is known and can be
addressed
• In order to be able to have the previous pre-condition in place (energy metering
in areas that have a significance in the context of use), the lighting system must
enable the assignment of groups of luminaires and control devices (e.g.
routers).
• The energy used by the control devices (e.g. routers) is taken into account in
the energy metering. If a router is shared between two areas with a different
context of use, the metering takes this into account
• The building manager has knowledge about the context of use, e.g. he can
compare departments, compare history, etc.
• The area to which the energy reports apply are known (m2)
• The building manager has energy consumption reports of the defined areas and
can compare to historical data or department by department
• If there are differences in certain areas in the building, the building manager can
compare the impact on energy consumption (e.g. if a certain area has blinds, it
can save energy on air conditioning, but cost more on lighting)
• There is an alerting system for unusual values which communicates directly
with the responsible person per department
• Exportable data and reports for communication with technical teams,
departments and upper management. The datasets are editable in common
formats for further analysis when needed (e.g. Excel)
1) The building manager assigns areas for lighting-energy metering according to
departments in the building or other areas with a certain context of use (e.g. the
canteen); he can configure specific dashboards and data visualizations per
department and also assign alerts

Post-conditions/
Outputs

Main Flow

•

2) The building manager normalizes the data to account for location in the building,
space occupancy and other available data that impacts energy needs (e.g.
divide by m2, correct for north-façade or south façade, etc.)
3) The building manager creates a report with energy use per area, per occupancy
or other relevant key performance indicator (KPI)
4) There is a regular report communication to inform the department managers
about their performance or even billing is managed per department
5) From the data, the building manager generates recommendations for use,
behavior, suggested improvements and investments etc.
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Alternative Flow

None

Exception Flow

None

Use Case ID

BWE-T4-JHC-1

Title

Energy: Energy Management and demand reduction

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Building Manager, Users

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

Either Smart Grid signaling is available via utility company software or the main
utility meter has some threshold driven dry contact outputs or the BMS system
as the biggest energy user provides the interface.
• Bulding manager has worked with the commissioning team and HR to set some
rules and Demand Reduction guidelines.
• The lights get dimmed down, switched off, disabled. The absence to off delays
get shortened. Every 2nd luminaire in a group is disabled. An email goes to all
users to explain to cut back for a while.
1) The building detects that it is using too much power at a certain time

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow

•

2) All systems including lighting get the message to use a less hungry mode
3) The lighting in each group switches to that mode of operation which may set a
cap on power, turn them down or off, change colour or alter their control logic
4) The group may be split by this new logic so only one in ‘n’ come on
5) The acceptable health and safety envelope of operation has been cleared with
HR and an email might be sent in extreme cases to put users mind at rest or
ask them to act locally
6) PC users switch to battery only
7) The modes are accepted and save a lot of energy so the building manager sets
a schedule of these modes in tune with the smart grid so even the fines for
briefly exceeding peaks are avoided
Alternative Flow
Exception Flow

None
6) Locally the users in a very important meeting try to override the smart grid.
Acceptance of the override is part of the rules engine.

Use Case ID

BWE-T4-JHC-2

Title

Energy: Building Certification Program; LEED Operation & Maintenance (O&M)

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)
Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

Building Owner, Consultants & Specifiers, General contractor, Architect, LEED
Accredited Professional (AP)
• Ideally, a LEED AP is involved to document and track decisions contributing to
the LEED credits
• Strong will by project promoter to go for LEED certification and resources to do
so
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•
•
Post-conditions/
Outputs

•
•
•

Main Flow

1)

2)

3)
4)
5)

The OpenAIS standard offers the possibility to comply with chosen credits
The energy conservation measures (ECM) contributing to the credits perform
as expected
Streamlined communications between building wide stakeholders
LEED project certification as marketing tool
Continuous auditing and performance monitoring that drives efficient operation
and cost reduction
The LEED project manager organizes a kick off meeting with involved key
stakeholders to identify what certification level is pursued and what is the
strategy to reach that goal; to decide how many and which credits the project
is going for
The team makes technological choices to obtain the chosen LEED credits as
required and allowed by OpenAIS:
a. Light pollution reduction: light automatically controlled off during
unoccupied period; shield fixtures over 50W to prevent emission to
night sky
b. Energy efficiency best management practices: provide energy use
breakdown by system (e.g. HVAC, lighting, IT...)
c. Energy efficiency performance: metering of all energy use during the
performance period (12 months continuous required)
d. Commissioning: have a plan for the building’s major energy
consuming systems, capacity to list operational problems and suggest
improvements; implementation of low-cost improvements (e.g. refine
scheduling and/or make lighting controls more granular and more
efficient); allow ongoing commissioning that adapts to facility
occupancy, use, maintenance and repair
e. Building automation system: monitors and controls at minimum HVAC
and lighting
f. System-level metering: based on energy use breakdown, implement
accurate sub-metering of systems such as lighting
g. Sustainable purchasing policy/lamps: to reduce to mercury content to
provide lighting (e.g. mercury free long life, high output LEDs)
h. Indoor air quality: monitor indoor air and detect concentration of
contaminants; (e.g. OpenAIS enables air quality data acquisition from
sensors)
i. Occupant comfort survey: to assess the satisfaction level of building
occupants including lighting quality and levels (e.g. human centric
lighting would encourage positive feedback)
j. Interior lighting: to provide lighting controls that enable adjustments to
suit the needs or preferences to promote productivity, comfort and
well-being
k. Daylight and views; to provide occupants with a connection with
outside; a solution that work with available daylight and adjusts indoor
lighting levels accordingly (e.g. sensors that provide ambient light
data)
The intended LEED credits are added in the tender and design process by the
contractors and architects
The LEED project manager monitors the implementation phase of the chosen
solutions, and then the ongoing performance
Project promoters, building owners and operators use the certification as a
recognition and marketing tool

Alternative Flow
Exception Flow
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10.3.5

Interoperability

Use Case ID

BWE-T5-PHL-1

Title

Topic: Interoperability

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Lighting designer

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•
•

•

Post-conditions/
Outputs

Main Flow

•
•
•

Lighting designer as assignment to make a lighting design for a building
Lighting designer is well informed about luminaire portfolio of a number of
lighting manufacturers
Lighting designer is focused on:
o Fulfilling norms of lighting for work place at minimal CAPEX and OPEX
o Design / look and feel of the building
In balancing a beautiful and stylish design, the lighting designer will have rather
simple luminaires in most of the building (work places, corridors, R) and more
high end / design / stylish luminaire in some areas (e.g. entrance, reception
area, directors office, Canteen
Knowledge of control, management, IT aspects of lighting designer are limited
Lighting Design according to standards, norms and wishes of occupier
Control, management and (data) information requirements fulfilled (although the
lighting designer has little knowledge on these aspects of the products and the
system)
1. The actor selects luminaires to be used:
a. Working area (in general lighting, focus on cost, energy
consumption and fulfilling norms)
b. “High Visibility areas”: focus on luminaire design and light effects
c.

Special areas with special requirements (e.g. water proof
luminaires in wet areas)

2. The lighting designer makes the lighting design having the freedom to
choose from portfolios from different manufacturers
3. The commissioner will do commissioning without considering that the
luminaires in the building are from different suppliers
4. The building manager and integrator can use the features and functions,
without paying attention to the different manufacturers
Alternative Flow
Exception Flow

10.3.6

None
None

IT & Security

Use Case ID

BWE-T6-IMT-1

Title

Installation of technology bridges solutions in order to allow OpenAIS devices
working on IPv6 to work on an old IPv4 network.
Installer

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)
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Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

Alternative Flow

The local area network and the wireless network are in place and working on
IPv4
• The OpenAIS devices, lights and controllers are installed and work on IPv6
• The installer has access to the management/configuration of the existing
company network.
• The smaller embedded devices will not be capable of supporting IPv4 and IPv6.
• OpenAIS Devices working on IPv6 are now able to work on the company
network
• IPv6 devices are capable of speaking to IPv4 devices and reversely.
1) The installer receives from the company the information relative to the current
deployed network architecture.
2) The installer decides in agreement with the company on a solution to support
the transition between the current IPv4 network and the new OpenAIS devices
working on IPv6
3) The installer verify if existing L3 network switches (meaning switches with
routing capabilities) and routers could be configure to work in “dual stack” (dual
stacks, means capable of routing IPv4 and IPv6 packets)
4) If yes, the installer configures these devices to work with dual stack.
5) If not, the installer needs to provide additional devices. The additional devices
can be either router/switches L3 with IPv6 capabilities OR “access side”
technology bridge.
6) If needed the installer install central technology bridge
7) The installer configures the technology bridges.
8) The installer (if needed) configure the OpenAIS devices to use the technology
bridges
9) The installer verifies that the OpenAIS devices are now able to communicate
from one IPv6 subnet to another subnet.
10) If needed the installer verifies that OpenAIS IPv6 devices can communicate with
some services on IPv4.
None

Exception Flow

None

Post-conditions/
Outputs
Main Flow
(based on
translation solution)

10.3.7

•

Analysis

Use Case ID

BWE-T7-JHC-1

Title

Analysis: Root Cause Analysis

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Facilities Manager

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•
•
•
•

Post-conditions/
Outputs

A triage guide and diagnostic tool set is available
There is a mix of hard and soft control signals
IT won’t help because it’s only a lighting issue
A luminaire or group are not on when expected or off when required
Problem identified
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•
•
Main Flow

Alternative Flow

Reprogramming or component replacement recommended
Logic sequencing and priorities report produced to show the difference between
original failure condition and time and what should happen now
1) The FM first uses the local switch to see if the luminaires are blown.
2) Rand on failure tries the diagnostic tools logic override to get the lamps to
show they physically should work
3) The tools runs through a day and simulates control sequences for switch,
smart grid, schedules, dimmers, tuners, smart phones etc.
4) The priorities of override are stepped through
5) The sequence history snapshot taken at the time of ‘failure’ is tested
6) It looks like a communications issue after all so the advanced tool checks
out the connectivity (e.g. ping) to the group and notes one node is not
responding quickly and another has been going off/online sporadically,
mostly at the weekend
7) The health check tools notes some of the wireless remote units have low
battery status.
8) The tools are very clear whether it is worth the investment to replace any of
these components or if they just need reconfiguring
9) Luckily a remote power cycle did the job and asked if the default IT settings
or programed ones should be used
10) FM simulates some new sequencing and is happy it will work this weekend
without having to be there at the time the users kept reporting the failure
shows up
9) IT was deeply the problem and they had to get involved but the reports
were able to show them exactly where the communications were being
blocked
If luminaire or other system component needs replacing he buys another one
(see Easy Life: Maintenance)

Exception Flow

•

Use Case ID

BWE-T7-JHC-2

Title

Analysis: Analytics

Actor(s)
(Stakeholder)

Facilities Manager

Pre-conditions/
Assumptions

•
•
•
•
•
•

Post-conditions/
Outputs

•
•
Main Flow

A local data archive as a source
An App to do analytics
A repository for all building wide data for analytics
Systems work but not efficiently and are wearing out
Simple reports on useage, life expectancy etc.
Advanced reports on operational events outside the expected the envelope of
acceptable
Advanced ecosystem analysis and reports combining lighting with other data for
example blinds, temperature, occupancy, room booking
Recommendations of better operations
1) The FM takes a monthly look at lighting performance
2) Some luminaires in popular areas are 50% through life but less used ones
are only 20% through. Some switches used a lot more too.
3) He organises a maintenance map & task to swap them around
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4) The colour lights in the board room never get used in colour so he makes a
note to replace with less expensive ones
5) Some fading lights are surrounded by good ones, the system warns him
that it has auto-compensated and already raised the lumen output of the
good ones to make up for it.
6) The tool shows a 3D graphic sped up through last week to show how the
building was lit up, it highlights unexpected infringements and it seems the
cleaners have been forgetting to turn them off again and the absence
detection was set for too long.
7) Facilities manager now checks a heat map that combines lighting with
HVAC and blinds and occupancy and temperature and humidity.
8) The tool reports hardly any infringements because he had used the default
OpenAIS to BMS room control module.
9) One room must have the blind stuck down because the lights have been on
more than expected.
10) The meeting rooms however are less efficient. It shows under utilization of
the big rooms by one or two people at a time and he thinks to split those
luminaire groups so they can choose to only light half of it
Alternative Flow

Exception Flow

11

8) Facilities manager had to purchase separately an OpenAIS compatible
product to manage his unusual setup or because the built in only covered
basic Lux compensation and motion for occupancy/absence detection.
Where is what level of analytics to be done? Locally on an OpenAIS device, on
site. Or as so called “Big Data” pushed to external cloud for analytics especially
where lots of systems are combined. Or a mixture of the two?

GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS

CAPEX – Capital expenditure
OPEX – Operational expenditure
ROI – Return on investment
TCO – Total cost of ownership
LEED – Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design
BREEAM – BRE Environmental Assessment Method
IoT – Internet of Things
IT – Information Technology
M&E – Mechanical and Electrical
SOTA – State of the art
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